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The art of slow living 
The commitment at the core of Tectona

1977-2022: 45 years 
dedicated to creation
In this new catalogue, we look back over some of 
the milestones in the 45-year history of Tectona. 
The brand first drew inspiration from British furni-
ture in teak before expanding into contemporary 
design.
This year the places of honour are occupied by the 
designers Constance Guisset and Pierre Charpin 
with, respectively, a black variant of the Chelsea 
collection and the oak bench designed for the 
new Plateforme 10 arts district in Lausanne hos-
ting mudac and the Musée de l’Elysée. The latter 
collaboration is a testament to Tectona’s presence 
in museums, parks and cultural institutions wel-
coming members of the general public.

A firm favourite: 
the 1800 collection 
Our 1800 collection has been winning over new 
customers ever since its launch in 2006! This year, 
three prestigious venues selected it not only for 
its comfort but its “contemporary classic” design, 
and of course its durability too.
Our new products this year include a daybed for 
outdoor use, a veritable ode to wellbeing! 

Our guiding principle: 
durability
For 45 years, Tectona have been making furniture 
able to withstand the rigours of the outdoors, year 
after year. Absolute longevity is guaranteed by our 
three favourite materials teak, woven resin and 
aluminium⎯ and the traditional craftsmanship that 
permeates all aspects of fabrication right down to 
the smallest details. 
Tectona is committed to sustainable development. 
Furniture certified by the Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC) is your guarantee that the wood 
came from forestry operations that implement 
sustainable management. Finally, some of our 
benches now have the “Teck Impérial” stamp 
indicating that the wood is derived from the most 
attractive teak logs that have been worked in 
whole sections. 
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The Tectona spirit

45 years 
of history 
abridged
Tectona’s commitment is best reflected in the longevity of furniture 
it has been making for 45 years. It is also what drives the brand to 
fully master all the techniques implemented for each of its crea-
tions, whether in wood, woven resin or aluminium. 
From design to prototyping, every single aspect is studied 
in painstaking detail before entering production. The va-
rious stages are your assurance that products bearing the 
Tectona name are unfailingly sturdy and absolutely imper-
vious to the weather conditions they’ll be exposed to during 
their life outdoors. Simply put, they defy the passage of time! 

1977
The Tectona brand was founded. 
Influenced by British garden 
furniture, teak was the brand’s 
material of choice. From the very 
start, Tectona set out to create 
durable furniture which could be 
handed down from generation 
to generation.

1986
The Roma parasol was immorta-
lised in a now-iconic photograph 
taken at the Dune of Pilat in  
southwest France which fea-
tured all 12 sizes and shapes of 
the parasol, a perennial best-
seller. 

2002
The Colonial collection signifies 
the entry of woven resin into the 
Tectona universe, enriching the 
brand’s repertoire while offering 
all usual guarantees of durability 
cherished by the brand.  

2003
First exchanges with Ronan and 
Erwan Bouroullec. Five years 
later, the avant-garde Pebble 
collection was launched. The 
upside-down baskets of this col-
lection are a free interpretation 
of the famous teak Circle Bench, 
present in the Tectona catalogue 
since 1977.

2006
Acquisition of the bench that 
had belonged to Madeleine 
Castaing. The first bench, in 
aluminium, was launched in a 
blue-grey colour specially deve-
loped by Tectona to lend a touch 
of modernity to the neoclassic 
forms of this collection, which 
would go on to become one of 
the brand’s icons.  

1992
Tectona’s entry into contem-
porary design is proclaimed by 
the launch of a bench designed 
by Andrée Putman for CAPC 
(Contemporary Art Museum of 
Bordeaux). 

2001
Alexis de La Falaise designed  
the Biblos bookcase. Start of 
Tectona’s collaboration with 
the designer Christophe Del-
court who will renew forms and 
modernise the brand’s classics.
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2007
First collaboration with the de-
signer Pierre Charpin for the 
umpire’s chair and the players’ 
bench.

2009
The first outdoor shower, Delta, 
was conceived by the designer 
Inga Sempé.

2010
Collaborations with Nendo, Wieki  
Somers and Normal Studio.

2011
Initial contacts with ECAL (Lau-
sanne University of Art and 
Design), ranked among the ten 
best design schools in the wor-
ld, which heralded a series of 
mutually beneficial and fruitful 
exchanges and collaborations 
(Anthony Guex, BIG-GAME, 
Julie Richoz…)

2012
Collaborations with Barber & Os-
gerby and with Industrial Facility.

2015
Constance Guisset creates the 
modular collection Chelsea, 
making the lounge experience 
accessible outdoors.

2017
Tectona celebrates its fortieth 
year by holding an international 
competition open to young de-
signers for the design of a table 
and chair ensemble in teak. Ele-
ven designers from across the 
globe made the shortlist and the 
prize was awarded to the Thai 
duo Thinkk Studio for Batten, 
which has since been produced 
by Tectona.  
Launch of Studio Tectona dedi-
cated to the creations of young 
designers. Launch of the Cicala 
collection by Julie Richoz.

2018
Launch of the Clubhouse collec-
tion by BIG-GAME. The teak fur-
niture, extremely durable, com-
pact and comfortable, stackable 
and easy to handle, is equally at 
home in the outdoor area of a 
restaurant as the balcony of a 
private home.

2020
Launch of the Grande Écu-
rie-Versailles bench developed 
in partnership with the Château 
de Versailles; it bears the style of 
Maison Jacob-Desmalter, the 
main supplier to palaces in the 
mid-18th century.

2021
Publication of the first issue of 
T, Tectona’s magazine. An in-
vitation to share the brand’s 
universe, taking in lifestyle and 
culture. 

2022
Birth of the poetic Bamboo 
collection and reissue of the 
Chelsea collection by Constance 
Guisset in black.
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Inside the 
workshop 

Delight & Simplicity
Tectona showers
However you use them ⎯whether to rinse your-
self clean after spending time on the beach or in 
the swimming pool or simply for refreshment on 
scorching hot days⎯, Tectona showers and posts 
have the same qualities as the brand’s furniture: 
attractive, sturdy, durable and offering maximum 
resistance to weather conditions. 
Available in teak alone or in combination with 
stainless steel or chrome-plated brass, in brushed 
stainless steel or in powder-coated aluminium, all 
the showers are designed to blend in naturally with 
their environment. They are easy to set up, either 
connected to a garden hose or equipped with an 
inline mixing valve, and have long-term protection 
against corrosion. The posts offer a smaller-sized 
alternative to classic showers.

The Tectona workshop in Normandy consists of 
three sites. One dedicated to feasibility and pro-
totype studies of our furniture. Another to shower 
production. The third carries out furniture repair 
and parasol canopy replacement and reflects the 
commitment to durability championed by Tectona.
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Inside the
workshop 

Roma ad vitam 
æternam!
Roma, Tectona’s iconic parasol, adopts the design 
of the traditional parasols used by market garde-
ners to protect their produce from the sunshine 
and to cast refreshing shade over them.  
Roma also withstands rain and wind, is attractive 
and is easy to use thanks to the ingenious systems 
that make opening and closing effortless. The 
various woods used in its construction, from the 
mast to the ribs, were selected for their resistance. 
Our commitment to durability is why the canopy 
replacement service exists. If, after several years, 
the waterproofed cotton canvas or the Sunbrel-
la® fabric starts to look a bit worn, the Tectona 
workshop can replace the canopy of your parasol 
to give it a new lease of life.
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Design, 
a long-term 
commitment

Constance Guisset, 
gentle rigour
In 2015, Constance Guisset created Chelsea, her 
first outdoor furniture collection, for Tectona in 
silver grey powder-coated aluminium. Five years 
earlier, she had been named Créateur de l’Année 
by the Maison & Objet trade fair and received an 
Audi Talent Award for Design. Her reputation led 
the Museum of Decorative Arts in Paris to give her 
free rein in 2017-2018 for a retrospective covering 
ten years of her creations. In 2021, she was present 
at the Objectif Villa ! exhibition at the Villa Noailles 
in south France. 
In relation to her collaboration with Tectona, 
Constance Guisset underlines “how painstaking 
the finishing stage is, requiring attention to detail 
and a quest for elegance, from the fineness of 
the welds to the perfection of the assemblies”. 
The Chelsea sofa consists of two powder-coated 
aluminium modules, now in black, and pieces 
can be arranged as you desire, in infinite seating 
or intimate spaces. Sensuality emerges from the 
fluid continuous line outlining the entire structure. 
The collection is completed by two low tables 
formed from aluminium bases on which rests a 
teak tabletop.
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Pierre Charpin,
elegant simplicity
In Lausanne, the new arts district, named Plate-
forme 10 for its proximity to the railway lines, will 
be completed in 2022 with the inauguration of the 
building housing mudac (museum of contempo-
rary design and applied arts) and the photography 
museum MEL (Musée de l’Elysée).
In 2019, Tectona was entrusted with the organi-
sation of an international design contest for the 
creation of a bench for use by visitors to these mu-
seums. On 15 October 2020, the bench designed 
by Pierre Charpin was unanimously selected by 
the jury. In the words of its designer: “The bench 
adopts the visual language of railways: it is made 
of solid oak sections, assembled in a very simple 
manner. This is an object that will make its presence 
felt in the interior rooms of the museum but will 
make itself inconspicuous next to works of art”. 

As regards this new collaboration with Tectona, 
Pierre Charpin emphasised:
“I am particularly delighted to once again colla-
borate with Tectona, specialists in beautiful and 
durable outdoor furniture. It’s the latest chapter 
in our story that began in 2007, when I created 
the Tennis collection. I like collaborations that 
develop over time.” 

”I like collaborations 
that develop over time.” 
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The  
Tectona life 
When the 1800 
collection exemplifies 
the French way of life
In 2021, three prestigious venues selected the 
1800 collection when fitting out their outdoor 
spaces. This collection, inspired by furniture that 
was fashionable in the period of the Directory, 
combines sleek classicism with ultimate comfort. 
Constructed in aluminium, the collection offers all 
the guarantees of durability that characterises all 
Tectona collections. 
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Romantic.  
Domaine de Primard 
The newest hotel of the Domaines de Fontenille 
group is located on the banks of the Eure within 
a verdant 40-hectare site that for thirty-five years 
belonged to Catherine Deneuve and whose tree 
park was created by the Belgian landscape garde-
ner Jacques Wirtz (1924-2018). On the main patio, 
the 1800 collection is accompanied by Roma pa-
rasols. Along the banks of the Eure, Southampton 
sun loungers invite guests to relax, unwind and 
daydream.

Mythical.
Hôtel du Palais, Biarritz
The former residence of Napoleon III and Empress 
Eugenie, overlooking the Atlantic Ocean, was 
transformed into a hotel in 1882 and completely 
renovated by the architects at the firms ATELIER 
COS and Isabelle Joly, the latter specialised in 
heritage architecture. And although the furniture 
of the period, the imperial bees and the tapestries 
have been scrupulously restored, this site of im-
mense historical significance also has a resolutely 
modern concern for the environment.  The 1800 
collection blends in naturally and durably with 
the hotel’s decor.

Unmissable. 
Café Lapérouse, Paris
The place to be! The address alone, 2 place de la 
Concorde, is an invitation. The magnificent Hôtel 
de la Marine was the site of the Garde-Meuble de 
la Couronne for more than two centuries, then 
the Ministry of the Navy until 2015, at which time 
restoration work was carried out before opening 
to the public, for the first time, in 2021. On the 
ground floor, Café Lapérouse has two sheltered 
patios with decor by Cordélia de Castellane. The 
1800 collection, with a simple embellishment of 
floral cushions, effortlessly blends into its refined 
surroundings.
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Sustainability – 
The watchword 
underpinning our 
commitments 
Tectona and 
sustainable development
Sustainable development has been part of Tecto-
na’s ethos since its creation in 1977. Teak, exclusively 
sourced from eco-managed forests, lends itself 
to furniture of exceptional longevity. It secretes 
a protective oil or “oleoresin” which makes it rot-
proof and impervious to water, insects and rust. 
The traditional cabinetmaking techniques used 
in our workshops also contribute to exceptional 
resistance. 
The logs are cut in whole sections; this means that, 
for example, the legs of our benches can be carved 
from a single block, ensuring extreme longevity. In 
this way, our furniture defies the passage of time 
and can be passed down from one generation 
to the next.

“Restore rather 
than throw away”
Is the philosophy of our after-sales service. Our 
workshop in Normandy can change the canopy of 
any of our parasols, whatever its age. We are also 
happy to replace any parts of our furniture which 
may have started to look a bit worn after several 
years. As we did, for example, for Musée Rodin 
where only a few slats needed to be replaced for the 
benches that have been there for over forty years. 

A sense of respect.
Tectona’s vision is underpinned by traditional 
craftsmanship. We optimise the use of materials 
and we prioritise natural, recycled or recyclable 
materials. Our concern for natural resources, tradi-
tional skills and the durability of our furniture also 
express our respect for our customers. 

The FSC (Forest 
Stewardship Council) 
certificate
The FSC certificate for Tectona furniture is issued 
after a thorough inspection and audit. The cer-
tificate provides assurance that all of the wood 
used in our furniture originated at legal forestry 
operations implementing durable and responsible 
management. This commitment guarantees res-
pect for biodiversity and for the ecosystems within 
the operations.
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Teck impérial, 
the crème de la crème!

Henceforth, some of our collections will be stamped with 
the “Teck Impérial” logotype. Its use indicates that the teak 
used was carved from the most attractive logs, derived 
from the oldest trees. And also that over the years the 
grain has become exceptionally dense and the oleoresin, 
the naturally secreted protective oil, more concentrated. 
These two qualities confer outstanding durability to “Teck 
Impérial”. Logs are cut from the widest trunks and single 
blocks are worked. The most remarkable examples are 
found in the legs of our benches and in the Argos collection. 
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Resin and aluminium
New usages
new materials 
At the start of the 2000s, Tectona set out to expand 
its furniture range, until then exclusively in teak, 
to collections in woven resin and aluminium. This 
decision was a response to changes in the way 
people conceived outdoor living and changing 
usages, for example a preference for furniture 
that was easy to handle and store. The challenge 
was to replicate the durability of teak furniture in 
non-teak furniture.

Woven resin
Light yet durable
The first collection in woven resin, Colonial, still 
in the catalogue today, adopted the forms of the 
famous furniture Lloyd Loom.  It looks like wicker 
so blends in naturally with any botanical setting, 
from lavish gardens to poolside lawns. 
In 2008, following several months of feasibility 
studies, Tectona launched Pebble by Ronan and 
Erwan Bouroullec. The avant-garde design paved  
the way for the brand to explore the myriad  
possibilities offered by the softness of the material, 
which at the time was little used. 
One year later, the Shanghai outdoor lounge by 
Christophe Delcourt revealed the unsuspected 
contemporary elegance of woven resin.
Woven resin is manufactured from a chemically 
inert material that is also corrosion-proof, 100% 
recyclable and extremely shock-proof. It is ma-
nually woven by Tectona.
Moreover woven resin is particularly light and also 
nonporous, meaning that dirt cannot penetrate 
inside. To clean furniture in woven resin, you only 
need to spray some water or run a wet sponge 
along it.
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Aluminium
Subtle blend 
of classicism 
and modernism
A light metal, highly malleable, endlessly recyclable, 
aluminium became a symbol of technical progress 
and modernity in 1925, during the International 
Exhibition of Modern Decorative and Industrial Arts 
in Paris. Technology has continued advancing since 
then, notably with colouring by powder-coating, 
which furthermore offers side-benefits such as 
better resistance to shocks and weather. 
The 1800 collection launched in 2006 was inspired 
by a bench acquired at the Madeleine Castaing 
auction sale in 2004. It is classic in its form and its 
nub motif, but it also makes a break with the past 
through its colours: a blue-grey specially created 
for it by Tectona or an India ink black that accen-
tuates its lines. Tectona’s flagship collection has 
flourished, through the constant addition of new 
designs that illustrate the brand’s “contemporary 
classic” style.  
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From  
season to 
season
Joy of all seasons
Increasingly, the outdoors exerts its attractions all 
year round, whether spring, summer, autumn or 
winter. People simply want to be outside! 
Breathing fresh air, walking, gathering wild flowers 
and making a bouquet, growing your own fruits 
and vegetables, enjoying the view of your garden, 
playing there with your children or sharing a meal 
with friends. Every season provides its fair share 
of opportunities, in cities and the countryside, for 
reconnecting with nature.  

Tectona, all-year round
Sun loungers and sleeper sets in woven resin to 
laze in the sun; teak armchairs and table inviting 
you to dine al fresco until the very end of the 
sunny season; sitting on a bench in imperial teak 
while snugly wrapped in a shawl and admiring the 
blazing colours of autumn leaves or defying winter 
temperatures; the haven of rest you created your-
self on your balcony or patio… The Tectona life is 
about enjoying the great outdoors all year round! 
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Tectona, 
a long-term partner
Tectona furniture is fully adapted to the outdoors 
making it the perfect ally for enjoying the outdoors 
in any season. Furthermore they have been de-
signed for comfort so use them to create your own 
special moments outdoors.
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A personalised service 
for a long-term 
relationship

Our solutions 
to some problems
You don’t like the patina on your bench any more?
Our workshop can restore the sheen to furniture 
that has lived outdoors for many years. It will leave 
the workshop good as new.

Do I have to protect my teak benches from snow? 
No; teak is a natural material that needs to breathe. 
Above all: do NOT cover your teak furniture for 
long periods of time without aerating them from 
time to time!

After twenty years, the canopy of my parasol is 
starting to look a bit faded…
You have two options. Either Tectona will send 
you a new canopy and you replace the old one 
by following the supplied instructions. Or Tectona 
will pick up your parasol, change the canopy at the 
workshop then deliver it to you.

How do I winterise my shower? 
To avoid risks associated with freezing, eliminate 
all water from the shower: disconnect all water 
inlets; turn off water supplies to the shower but 
leave all the post’s or shower’s taps in the open 
position; unscrew the flexible hose and the shower 
heads; remove the thermostat cartridges from 
thermostatic taps.

From order to delivery, a company-wide cus-
tomer focus
Tectona have pioneered stock management and 
furniture delivery. After you place an order for any 
of our furniture, it will be delivered to you within a 
10-day period from our warehouse in Normandy. 
Please note that the delivery period may possibly 
be longer for parasols if you choose a colour other 
than ecru for your Roma parasol or you choose a 
special-order fabric.

Tectona’s commitment and respect towards its customers is reflected in the quality and reactivity 
of its after-sales service. The workshop in Normandy, supervised by our experts, is responsible for 
furniture care, stock management and deliveries.
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1800

The elegance  
of the Directory style
The 1800 collection is inspired by neoclassic French 
furniture that was in vogue during the period of 
the Directory (1795-1799). Rigorous contours are 
tempered by the curvature of the backrest and 
the nub motif at the intersections of the various 
aluminium elements. The blue-grey colour, created 
by Tectona specifically for this collection, imparts 
a soft and soothing gleam.

Our 4-poster bed,  
an ode to wellbeing 
A daytime bed specially designed for the outdoors! 
Its dimensions, 2 × 1.70 m,  are ideal for a siesta, 
reading, conversation or simply daydreaming. You 
decide whether to enjoy the view  or to create your 
own private bubble by closing the curtains. There 
are two reclinable backrests for maximum comfort. 
In common with the rest of the collection, the bed 
is fabricated from powder-coated aluminium with 
completely invisible assembly systems.

1800

Tectona blue-grey The 1800 collection is available in

Matt black

4 poster-bed
Available in blue-grey or matt black > p.192

New!
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Circle Bench 
The Circle bench is a further demonstration of the 
neoclassic elegance that characterises the 1800 
collection. It is inspired by the original now-iconic 
Circle bench in teak, reinterpreted here in alumi-
nium decorated with the nub motif of the 1800 
collection. The delicate openwork design blends 
in with refined settings while the soothing curves 
draw you in to intimate conversations in clandes-
tine locations or the simple pleasure of a panoramic 
view in more open settings.

Semi-circle bench 1800 Ø 170 cm 
Available in blue-grey or matt black > p.177

Circle bench 1800 Ø 170 cm 
Available in blue-grey or matt black
Also available as 2 Semi-Circle benches > p.177
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1800

A collection, 
laden with history
The inspiration for this collection was the wrought 
iron bench owned by Madeleine Castaing (1894-
1992), who was a central figure in the Montparnasse 
scene in the interwar period. Madeleine Castaing 
was a patron of the painters Amadeo Modigliani 
and Chaïm Soutine  and exercised her talents as 
a decorater for several leading figures of the day, 
including  Jean Cocteau and Francine Weisweiller, 
and in doing so propagated the «Castaing» style. 
Today, 1800 is a very complete collection of furni-
ture and accessories.

Madeleine Castaing Bench 160 cm
Available in blue-grey or matt black
> p.177
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1800

Low armchair 81 x 91 cm
Available in blue-grey or matt black > p.181

Three-seater sofa 227 x 91 cm
Available in blue-grey or matt black > p.181

Rectangular coffee table 116 x 63 cm
Available in blue-grey or matt black > p.186

Backrest cushion 47 x 40 cm
> p.206
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1800

Service à la française
Conjure up a veritable outdoor dining room with 
the range of 1800 tables: the bistrot and square 
tables are suited to smaller spaces while the square 
and rectangular tables can seat 4 to 8 guests, or 
more by placing them side by side. The practical 
console holds bottles and tableware during the 
course of a meal. The curvature of the backrest in 
the chairs and armchairs, the detailed execution 
and the lightness of the design are a nod to the 
classic elegance of the Directory.
Add a touch of modernity with powder-coated 
aluminium and the result is one of Tectona’s em-
blematic collections. !

Armchair 56 x 53 cm 
Available in blue-grey or matt black  
Seat cushion included > p.188

Madeleine Castaing bench 160 cm
Available in blue-grey or matt black > p.177
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Square table 90 x 90 cm
Available in blue-grey or matt black > p.183

Rectangular table 180 x 90 cm
Available in blue-grey or matt black > p.183

Chair 44 x 55 cm
Available in blue-grey or matt black > p.188

Optional, backrest cushion
> p.188

Sunbrella White
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1800

Absolute chic
The classic structure of the 1800 collection is found 
in this sun lounger in powder-coated aluminium. 
Visual discretion abounds: the mechanism offering 
four backrest positions  and the castor wheels on 
the rear legs are seamless parts of the whole. The 
comfortable white mattress, specially treated for 
outdoor use, is the perfect match. Practical to 
use, light, easy to move…the qualities of the 1800 
collection are upheld and here channelled into 
the art of relaxation.

Round coffee table Ø 60 cm
Available in blue-grey or matt black > p.186

Sunbrella White

Sun lounger  220 x 75 cm
Available in blue-grey or matt black
Mattress included > p.192
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1800

New!
4-poster bed 200 x 170 cm 
> p.192

Two-seater sofa 154 x 91 cm
> p.181

Three-seater sofa 227 x 91 cm
> p.181

Low armchair 81 x 91 cm
> p.181

Footrest 74 x 74 cm
> p.181

Sun lounger 220 x 75 cm
> p.192

Square coffee table
 75 x 75 cm 
> p.186

Round coffee table
Ø 60 cm
> p.186

Console 120 x 43 cm
> p.187

Gueridon Ø 60 cm
> p.187

Bistrot table Ø 60 cm
> p.183

1800 collection matt black
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1800

Madeleine Castaing bench 160 cm
160 x 53 cm
> p.177

Circle bench Ø 170 cm
Also available as 2 Semi-Circle benches > p.177

Square table 75 x 75 cm
> p.183

Armchair 56 x 53 cm
> p.188

Chest 180 x 90 cm
> p.203

Square table 90 x 90 cm
> p.183

Chair 44 x 55 cm
> p.188

Planter   63 x 63 cm
> p.203

Round table Ø 110 cm
> p.183

Rectangular table  180 x 90 cm
> p.183

Rectangular coffee table 116 x 63 cm
> p.186
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1800

Collection 1800 blue-grey

New!
4-poster bed, 200 x 170 cm
> p.192

Two-seater sofa 154 x 91 cm
> p.181

Three-seater sofa 227 x 91 cm
> p.181

Low armchair 81 x 91 cm
> p.181

Footrest 74 x 74 cm
> p.181

Sun lounger 220 x 75 cm
> p.192

Square coffee table
 75 x 75 cm 
> p.186

Round coffee table 
Ø 60 cm
> p.186

Console 120 x 43 cm
> p.187

Gueridon Ø 60 cm
> p.187

Bistrot table Ø 60 cm
> p.183
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1800

Madeleine Castaing bench 160 cm
160 x 53 cm
> p.177

Circle bench Ø 170 cm
Also available as 2 Semi-Circle benches > p.177

Square table 75 x 75 cm
> p.183

Armchair 56 x 53 cm
> p.188

Chest 180 x 90 cm
> p.203

Square table 90 x 90 cm
> p.183

Chair 44 x 55 cm
> p.188

Planter   63 x 63 cm
> p.203

Round table Ø 110 cm
> p.183

Rectangular table  180 x 90 cm
> p.183

Rectangular coffee table
116 x 63 cm
> p.186
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Bamboo

Japanese-inspired
This dining suite, consisting of four armchairs and 
a table, is inspired by the design of traditional 
bamboo structures, including nodes interspersed 
along the poles. 
After being introduced in Europe from Japan in 
the 19th century, bamboo became intricately linked 
with “Japanophilia” and Art Nouveau. The Inter-
national Exposition of 1867, held in Paris, hosted 
a Japanese section for the first time, giving the 
public the opportunity to discover the Japanese 
way of life via everyday objects. The motifs of 
these objects drew inspiration from nature and 
were adopted and interpreted by Western desi-
gners, especially in  the decorative arts. Hence, 
bamboo would become a regular feature of the 
Art Nouveau style in cabinet-making but also 
glassmaking and ceramics.

A symbol of durability
Apart from its perfect design, bamboo is charac-
terised by its complete resistance to the elements. 
The same can be said of Tectona furniture: the 
Bamboo dining suite is made from aluminium, a 
durable material, and powder-coated in black, a 
process that also reinforces its shock-resistance. 
The generous seat, the ideal reclining angle of the 
backrest and the curved arms maximise the arm-
chair’s comfort while the crosslegs ensure utmost 
stability and allow greater freedom of movement 
for human legs! The suite is a wonderful addition 
to patios and gardens, lending a sophisticated 
Japanese-inspired air for many years to come. 

BambooNew!

Armchair 55 x 60 cm
> p.190

Square table 90 x 90 cm
> p.184

Cushion included available in 

        Green           
       White with black passpoil
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Chelsea

Crédit : Felipe Ribon

Studio Tectona

BY CONSTANCE GUISSET

Constance Guisset founded her studio, 
specialised in design, interior design and 
scenography in 2009. Her work is charac-
terised by a quest for a balance between 
ergonomics, delicacy and imagination. 
Each of her objects is the outcome of her 
ongoing exploration to represent move-
ment with lightness or surprise, without 
ever compromising high levels of comfort 
to accommodate people and their mo-
vements. She works with many French 
and international furniture makers; she 
designs scenographies for shows and for 
exhibitions; and she has completed many 
interior design projects. Solo exhibitions 
dedicated to her have been held at MAD 
(Museum of Decorative Arts) in Paris in 
2018 and Villa Noailles in south France 
in 2021. 

Chelsea

New!

The purity of line art
The two modules of the Chelsea sofa, in black pow-
der-coated aluminium, offer an infinite variety of 
arrangements to implement, from expansive and 
welcoming to small and intimate. The continuous 
and fluid black contours seem to have been drawn 
in space. The collection is completed by two cof-
fee tables featuring an aluminium leg assembly 
and a teak tabletop. 

Availlable in

Pearl Grey

          Navy Blue       

Corner module 76 x 88 cm
Available in Pearl Grey and Navy Blue  > p.178

Center module   76 x 88 cm
Available in Pearl Grey and Navy Blue  > p.178

Coffee table 150 x 75 cm 
> p.185

Coffee table 82 x 65 cm
> p.185
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Goa

Goa
The history behind 
the collection 
This lounge, part of the Tectona repertoire since 
the 1980s, was brought up-to-date by Alexis de La 
Falaise in the early 2000s. It draws inspiration, for 
its forms as well as its construction, from furniture 
of the Arts and Crafts movement, which emerged 
in Great Britain in 1888 and sought to revive crafts-
manship, to create objects and furniture that were 
both beautiful and useful. 

Three-seater sofa 185 x 84 cm
> p.179

Rectangular coffee table 140 x 80 cm
Collection p.44 > p.185

Low armchair 73 x 84 cm
> p.179
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Goa

Handsome craftwork 
The extremely minimal design of Goa is a master-
piece of equilibrium that highlights the woodwor-
king talent within Tectona. The lines, simple and 
obvious, intersect without jarring visually while 
also concealing the astute mechanism providing 
two reclining backrest positions. The sand colour 
of the seat and backrest cushions in combination 
with the natural teak colour sublimate the natural 
beauty of this now-emblematic collection.

Footrest  65 x 65 cm 
> p.179

Two-seater sofa 129 x 84 cm
> p.179
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Duxford

Rectangular coffee table 100 x 60 cm
> p.185

Square coffee table 50 x 50 cm
> p.185

Duxford
Simply essential!
Form and function come together in the Duxford 
collection. Two tiers provide maximum practicality 
for storing magazines and books, children’s toys, 
laptops, and drinks glasses when not in use. The 
simple aesthetics of the design highlight the inhe-
rent beauty of teak and allow Duxford to combine 
harmoniously with all Tectona furniture.

Rectangular coffee table 140 x 80 cm
> p.185

Exeter modular sofa
Collection p. 114 > p.178
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Leeds & Jeeves
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Leeds & Jeeves

Practical elegance
Designed to make your outdoor life easier, the 
Leeds console keeps your objects within easy reach, 
whether they are tableware for a meal, magazines 
and towels for relaxing poolside or perhaps even 
tools for a spot of gardening. The classic design in 
teak means that Leeds blends in gracefully with 
all Tectona collections. 

Indispensable
and discreet 
Moving the Jeeves drinks trolley is a quiet and 
smooth task, thanks to the well-thought-out sus-
pension units between the legs and the castor 
wheels. Two removable trays are integrated into 
the upper level allowing you  to lay and clear a table 
with efficiency. The lower level features two com-
partments for holding bottles. Jeeves is made in 
teak, a guarantee of sturdiness and resistance ne-
cessary for the outdoors.

Leeds 
& Jeeves

Jeeves drinks trolley 80 x 56 cm
> p.187

Leeds Console 140 x 40 cm
> p.187

Leeds Console 90 x 40 cm
> p.187
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Arlington

Arlington 
Design lesson 
Arlington teak tables, fixed or extendable, embody 
the fundamental principles of design: form and 
material perfectly adapted to the intended use. The 
leg assembly, inspired by traditional English models, 
was carefully designed so as to maximise your leg 
comfort while ensuring maximum stability — sup-
port is provided lengthwise, widthwise, crosswise, 
by the battens resting on the floor. The fixed leg 
assembly (dowelled mortise-and-tenon joints) is 
a sign of longevity for year-round outdoor use. 

Butterfly table
An ingenious system using so-called «butterfly 
leaves» is concealed below the tabletop of the 
Arlington extendable table; when deployed, the 
table provides spacious seating for 10 to 12 guests. 
This tried-and-tested system is easy to use and 
resistant to humidity variations.

Extendable table 200-300 cm x 110 cm 
10 to 12 people  
> p.182
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Arlington
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Arlington

Arlington, tables offering  
several possibilities
The two Arlington fixed models, a large rectangular 
table and a small square table, have the same width 
(90 cm) and thus complement each other. For this 
reason, they can be joined together to seat more 
guests when necessary. Used alone, the small table 
forms a children’s corner or an intimate setting for 
two people. Both models have a hole cut into the 
tabletop; when the sun becomes too much, you’ll 
appreciate the ability to add a parasol.

Fixed table 180 x 90 cm, 8 people
> p.182

Fixed table 90 x 90 cm, 4 people
> p.182

Barton folding armchair
Collection p.52 > p.188

Barton folding chair
Collection p.52 > p.188

Wilson bench 180 cm 
Collection p.54 > p.190
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Barton

Barton folding chair  42 x 58 cm 
> p.188

Barton folding armchair 55 x 58 cm
> p.188

Folding chair and
armchair
Barton has preserved its classic form while adap-
ting to the necessities of outdoor use such as ease 
of use. It features thick wooden sections, mor-
tise-and-tenon joints and a safety latch to stop 
fingers getting squashed. It has been present in 
the catalogue for over 40 years. Quite simply,  a 
timeless classic.
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Wilson & Bampton

Wilson benches 
and stool
A discreet and easy-to-use bench. You can use it 
alongside the Arlington table then move it under 
the table to make space. Alternatively, you can use 
the bench in a stand-alone manner: place it against 
a wall to enjoy some shade or soak up sunshine, as 
you prefer. The stool can be used  as seating or as 
a small practical easy-to-move table. 

Wilson & 
Bampton

Wilson stool 43 x 43 cm
> p.190

Wilson bench 120 cm
> p.190

Wilson bench 150 cm
> p.190

Wilson bench 180 cm
> p.190
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Wilson & Bampton

Bampton chair 44 x 55 cm
> p.188

Bampton chair
Its silhouette, simple and obvious, allows it to blend 
into any setting, whether classic or contemporary. 
Discreetly, the gently curved line of its seat signals 
its comfort.
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Barkley

Barkley
A circle of friends 
The Barkley tables complete the Arlington and 
Sterling collections by offering round tabletops 
on the same type of support structures. The fixed 
leg assembly (dowelled mortise-and-tenon joints) 
is a sign of longevity for year-round outdoor use. 
The round shape encourages guests to talk with 
one another, freely and without constraint. The 
tabletops have an aperture to hold a parasol.

Round table Barkley Ø 90 cm
> p.183

Round table Barkley Ø 110 cm
> p.183

Round table Barkley Ø 150 cm
> p.183
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Sterling

Extendable oval table 
180-240 cm x 110 cm, 8 to 12 people
> p.182

Sterling
For «oval»
read «friendly» 
The Sterling table is constructed along the same 
principle as the Arlington table: table legs carefully 
designed to maximise leg comfort and battens at 
floor level ensuring exceptional stability. Where the 
Sterling table differs is in the shape of the table-
top: oval, for a more  informal ambience. The fixed 
leg assembly (dowelled mortise-and-tenon joints) 
is a sign of longevity for year-round outdoor use.
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Sterling
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Gateleg
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Gateleg

Gateleg
A boon for
smaller spaces!
The Gateleg folding table —a tabletop consisting 
of two movable flaps and a folding leg assembly— 
will breathe life into your patio or balcony. Open 
it up with a simple manœuvre when you want to 
enjoy a meal or drinks with guests. In the folded 
position, it takes up very little space. The table is 
perfectly stable,  combining teak’s robustness and 
sturdiness with ingenious practicality.

Folding table 150 x 100 cm
> p.183

Shanghai chair 54 x 56 cm
Collection p.137 > p.191
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Camarat
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Camarat

Mattresses
> p.193

 Ecru Sunbrella

        Sand Sunbrella

        Red Sunbrella

        Duo ecru Batyline

        Eden taupe Batyline

Camarat
Follow the sun
Sun worshippers, rejoice! The Camarat sun loun-
ger, available in two sizes, is easy to move so you 
can easily keep up with the sun’s movement! It 
is manoeuvred like a wheelbarrow, thanks to the 
rubber-rimmed wheels fitted to the rear legs and 
the projecting portion of the long edges that serve  
as handles. Five reclining positions are available. 
For additional comfort, it can be fitted with pivo-
ting retractable armrests that tip back without 
blocking your movement when you sit up, or with 
a removable tray that can be placed along the 
long edges.

Armrests
> p.193

Side tray
> p.193

Sun lounger 200 x 64 cm
> p.193

Sun lounger XL 200 x 74 cm
> p.193
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Normandie

Normandie
Take a long trip
Once comfortably installed in your generously 
proportioned steamer chair, close your eyes to 
be transported to the deck of a transatlantic liner 
connecting Le Havre with New York at the start 
of the 20th century! This teak steamer chair does 
not require any particular care. Its curved contours 
closely follow those of the human body in order to 
maximise comfort; a mattress is optionally available 
for additional comfort. After lifting the armrests 
slightly, lean backwards to set the position of the 
backrest to suit the occasion, whether that be 
conversing with your neighbour, reading or simply 
daydreaming. When summer is over, the steamer 
chair folds easily and requires only minimal storage 
space. 
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Normandie Folding steamer 170 x 62 cm
> p.194

Mattresses
> p.194

 Ecru Sunbrella

        Sand Sunbrella

        Red Sunbrella

        Eden taupe Batyline
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Adirondack

Adirondack
An American legend 
American cinema is fond of this armchair — in 
the collective imagination, it represents infinite 
possibilities. On a porch facing the Great Plains or 
mountains on the horizon, the Adirondack chair 
is both welcoming and imposing, a fragment of 
the American Dream. At Tectona, we evaluated 
its comfort and improved it by creating additional 
pieces:  a footrest that transforms the armchair into  
a lounger and a small folding table should you 
require more space than that provided by the 
wide armrests.

Armchair with footrest
> p.195

Folding low table 60 x 50 cm
> p.187
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Argos

Argos
The essence 
of the countryside 
Argos is inspired by large farm tables, which have 
become mythical objects as a result of the infinite 
images conveyed in paintings, literature and films 
set in the countryside. It is perfectly suited to large 
gatherings of family and friends. The table is made 
from teak, sanded and silvered. The solid teak table 
is supported by sturdy slanted legs in the form of 
a trestle. The accompanying bench incorporates 
the same concept.  
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Argos

Rectangular table  200 x 90 cm
6 to 10 people, in Imperial teak 
> p.184

Bench 200 cm in Imperial teak
> p.191
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Aladin
An essential accessory
This teak chest is the ideal storage solution and it 
blends in harmoniously with all our teak furniture. 
Practical features abound: a lock; a mechanism to 
hold the lid open thereby preventing bodily injury; 
and silicone joints for full watertightness, protecting 
cushions from morning dew and rain showers.

Rectangular chest 132 x 74 cm
> p.203

Backrest cushions 47 x 40 cm
> p.206
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Versailles

Versailles
Ideal for your plants
This classic planter is made from teak, a non-rotting 
wood that guarantees its longevity. It is available in 
two sizes: the small one is perfect for rose bushes, 
box tree balls and small shrubs; the large one is 
better suited for plants requiring more space such 
as citrus fruits, topiaries and columnar fruit trees.

Planter 52 x 52 cm
> p.203

Planter 60 x 60 cm
> p.203
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Terracotta Pots

Colonna Vase Ø 80 cm
> p.204

Cantina Vase Ø 75 cm
> p.204

Terracotta 
pots
The beauty of
terracotta from Tuscany
The collection of terracotta pots consists of three 
vases and one jar made in Tuscany using traditional 
terracotta techniques: each piece is handcrafted by 
an artisan and is unique. When they are removed 
from the high-temperature kiln, a beautiful na-
tural colour develops along with a velvet-smooth 
weathered texture due to the quality of the clay 
used during moulding. The pieces are highly re-
sistant, and also conserve the humidity necessary 
for plant growth. Their classic, elegant appearance 
blends into any garden or patio.
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Colombier

Colombier
The essential birdhouse 
Birds in your garden will be drawn to the dovecoat.  
It is high enough for them to feel protected, while 
the zinc roof provides rain protection. On the 
lower level, the size of the opening allows them 
to bring in the twigs they need to build their nest. 
They can fly off from the upper level, through a 
smaller opening. The dovecoat, made from teak, 
withstands sunshine and rain. Stabilisation and 
wind resistance are provided by a clever fixation 
system that can be used on all types of terrain.

Dovecote H: 220 cm
> p.204
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Grande Ecurie-Versailles

Bench in Imperial teak 183 cm
> p.175

Bench in polished oak 183 cm
> p.175
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Grande Ecurie-Versailles

Grande
Écurie- 
Versailles  
Classic heritage
Grande Écurie - Versailles was inspired by two oak 
benches belonging to the heritage collections of 
the Château de Versailles.  Both had eventful lives 
before being  honoured by Tectona. One resided in 
the stables of the Château de Saint-Cloud before 
moving to Versailles before 1855. The other began 
at the Petites Écuries de Versailles, was sent to the 
Garde-Meuble before 1833, then returned to the 
Château de Versailles during the Second Republic 
(1848-1852). The bench, of simple design, can be 
distinguished by the form of its legs evoking the 
stylistic influence of Maison Jacob-Desmalter, 
principal supplier to palaces since the middle of 
the 18th century.

Usage contemporain
Developed under the scrutiny of the head of our 
workshop, a Meilleur Ouvrier de France, the Grande 
Écurie - Versailles bench has now been adapted 
for use by the general public, including visitors to 
the Château de Versailles and private individuals. 
Some changes were made: the seat, originally in 
velvet, is now wooden but the visual impression 
remains unaltered.

Bench in Imperial teak 183 cm
> p.175
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Tecto

Studio Tectona

Tecto
Airy structure
Tecto is a good illustration of Tectona’s devo-
tion to the craft of woodworking. Assembly is by 
dowelled mortise-and-tenon joints as traditio-
nally used in roof frames, while the detail of the 
wooden plugs inserted in the direction of the 
grain to conceal screws provides an unhindered 
view of the bench structure. The arrangement 
of the horizontal teak slats, a subtle interplay 
between solid and empty lines, is captivating. As 
for function, the bench is an invitation to relax: 
the high backrest and the gently inclined seat 
maximise comfort.

Bench 180 cm
> p.176

BY EDWARD BARBER
& JAY OSGERBY

Both were born in 1969 and in 1996 they 
founded their design and architecture 
studio. In 2012, their torch illuminated 
the Olympic Games in London. Although 
known for their constant quest for innova-
tive technologies, they reconnected with 
traditional woodworking for the Tecto 
bench, drawing inspiration from wooden 
roof frames.
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Exbury

Exbury
British chic
This model has been a faithful companion to Tec-
tona since the very start, in 1977, when the brand 
was renewing the repertoire of outdoor furniture  
drawing inspiration from across the Channel. Ex-
bury has since then become  one of Tectona’s 
great classics. The highly imposing teak sections, 
cut from single blocks, are assembled according to 
woodworking rules, without metallic items, which 
confers a solid and elegant presence and at the 
same time guarantees exceptional longevity.
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Exbury

Seat cushions
> p.174

 Ecru Sunbrella

        Sand Sunbrella

        Red Sunbrella

        Eden taupe Batyline 

Bench 180 cm
Available in teak and in Imperial teak 
> p.174

Bench 240 cm
Available in teak and in Imperial teak 
> p.174
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Glenwood
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Glenwood

Seat cushions
> p.174

 Ecru Sunbrella

        Sand Sunbrella       
        Red Sunbrella       
       Eden taupe Batyline        

Armchair
Available in teak and in Imperial teak 

Bench 120 cm
Available in teak and in Imperial teak 

Bench 150 cm
Available in teak and in Imperial teak 

Bench 180 cm
Available in teak and in Imperial teak 

Bench 240 cm
Available in teak and in Imperial teak 

> p.174

Glenwood
Strict elegance
The Glenwood bench was designed with beauty 
and comfort in mind: the seat  is wide and deep; 
the backrest is sufficiently high to support the 
back; and the armrests are gently curved for added 
comfort. The use of dowelled mortise-and-tenon 
joints and the sculpting of the rear legs, cut from 
a single block of teak, are features that not only 
guarantee stability but also all-weather resistance 
for a long life outdoors. 
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Circle Bench

Another collection,
another slice of history
Although circular benches were in vogue in large 
French gardens in the 18th century, located in groves 
or in outdoor «rooms» (cabinets de verdure), they 
remain intimately associated with scenes from the 
English landscape. Placed around centuries-old 
trees, they invite passers-by to sit down a while to 
meditate, to rest or perhaps just to take in the view.

An absolute icon
Circle Bench is a good illustration of the high wood-
working standards practised by Tectona since its 
creation in 1977. The crossbeams and the seat slats 
are not simply arched but carved from the block; 
this technique guarantees the bench’s stability 
and durability over time. The simplicity of its de-
sign, the unrivalled craftsmanship and its longe-
vity have together elevated the Circle Bench to 
the status of absolute icon.

Circle 
Bench

Semi-circle bench
Available in teak and in Imperial teak 
> p.175

Circle bench
Available in teak and in Imperial teak 
> p.175
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Circle Bench
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Marly
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Marly

Marly
Another collection,
another slice of history
Featured in the authoritative treatise on furniture 
making, L’Art du menuisier, written by the cabinet-
maker André-Jacob Roubo (1739-1791), the Marly 
bench was an integral part of parks and French 
gardens which would come alive at dusk on feast 
days celebrated during the Age of Enlightenment, 
scenes immortalised in the paintings of Hubert  
Robert and destined for a long life outdoors.

Life in the château 
The Marly bench, a woodworking masterpiece, pays
tribute to French classicism. It blends seamlessly
into the landscape thanks to the perfect equili-
brium between the dimensions. The verticals of 
the backrest resemble balusters while the S-arched
armrests feature a moulding at their end: elegant
touches that make this bench extraordinary.

Bench in Imperial teak 240 cm
> p.175
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Lancaster
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Lancaster

Lancaster
Another collection,
another slice of history
The architectural work of Edwin Lutyens includes 
several administrative buildings in England but 
also in New Delhi, as well as countless private re-
sidences whose gardens were created by the very 
famous gardener, Gertrude Jekyll, including Bois 
des Moutiers in Varengeville in 1898. 

From London
to New Delhi
The unique silhouette and simplified forms of 
the Lancaster bench were designed by the ar-
chitect Edwin Lutyens (1869-1944), who drew 
inspiration from Neo-Classical English furniture, 
itself influenced by India, and from Arts and Crafts 
furniture. The traditional elegance of English fur-
niture is given an exotic touch by the curved back 
evoking the pediments on the facades of certain 
Hindu temples.  

Bench 195 cm
Available in teak and in Imperial teak 
> p.175
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London

London
Simple but 
undeniably sophisticated
The London bench is the fruit of the labours  of 
highly skilled craftspeople. Visually speaking,  the 
simple structure of the seat emphasises  the so-
phisticated geometric design of the backrest: the 
interplay of vertical and horizontal lines enclosing 
three circles, reminiscent of a ship’s portholes, 
naturally draw in the viewer’s attention to reveal 
unexpected perspectives. It is inspired by garden 
benches popular in England since the 19th century. 

Bench 150 cm  
> p.174

Bench 180 cm
> p.174
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London
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Muse
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BY ISABELLE BAUDRAZ

After completing jewellery studies, 
Isabelle Baudraz entered ECAL, the 
famous Swiss school of design. In her 
second year of study, in 2017, she took 
part in a competition organised by ECAL 
and Musée National Picasso-Paris for 
the renewal of the museum’s seating. 
Her bench, Muse, received unanimous 
acclaim from the jury, not only for the 
ease with which it can be moved and its 
solidity, but also for its ability to blend in 
harmoniously with the 17 th-century ar-
chitecture of Hôtel Salé and with the de-
corative elements by Diego Giacometti.   

Muse
Simple and ingenious
Muse is our collection of oak modular benches for 
indoor use. Each bench has 11 slats that have been 
cut and assembled under high-precision digital 
control such that the spaces between the slats and 
the actual slats are the same width. As such, you 
can combine two, three or any number of benches 
to adapt perfectly to any setting. The 2-component 
varnish confers very high shock-resistance.

Bench 110 cm
> p.176

Bench 75 cm
> p.176
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Muse

Studio Tectona
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Tennis

Studio Tectona

Tennis
Diverse usages
In 2006, during the gestation of Tennis, Pierre 
Charpin told us: «the design of the umpire’s chair 
and the players’ bench provides simple formal and 
constructive responses». Their frame structure, in 
tubes of powder-coated aluminium, occupies space 
in an airy, elegant and contemporary manner. 
Consistent with the designer’s passion for colours, 
green highlights the forms of the furniture in har-
mony with its natural surroundings.

Umpire’s chair
> p.176

BY PIERRE CHARPIN

Since the 1990s, Pierre Charpin has been 
designing objects that reflect his adhe-
rence to formal standards and his extre-
me creative freedom. He is in demand 
by the biggest international brands and 
was named Créateur de l’année in 2017, 
reflecting the universal acclaim he enjoys 
among design professionals. 

Players’ bench 135 cm
> p.176
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Copacabana

Copacabana
Here comes the sun 
Joyful and colour ful,  simple and practical,  the  
Copacabana line combines the solidity of teak with the 
softness of fabric. No aspects of the deckchair have been 
overlooked to ensure your comfort: the long armrests, the 
generously wide seat, the inclination of the backrest… 
Copacabana is light and folds easily, so is easy to move 
around. Just perfect for those days where the most ar-
duous decision you have to make is where to sunbathe.
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Copacabana

Joyfully
indispensable
At first glance, the Copacabana folding deckchair 
could easily pass for the traditional deckchair that 
inhabits so many summer holiday memories.
However, several tweaks have been made for 
added comfort and ease of use: the armrests have 
been designed to allow the arms to rest natural-
ly; the backrest has three reclining positions, gua-
ranteeing stability. The fabric, specially treated for 
weather-resistance, simply refuses to age. 

Deckchair
> p.193

Footrest
> p.193

Fabric available in

        Navy Blue Sunbrella

        Red Sunbrella       
       Duo ecru Batyline

        Eden taupe Batyline 

By Christophe Delcourt
> Designer profile p.137
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Copacabana

Folding table 80 x 70 cm
> p.184

Southampton folding armchair
Collection p. 108 > p.186

For a tête-à-tête
or large gathering
Used alone, the Copacabana small folding table 
is perfect for two people or as a side table. Alter-
natively, several tables placed side by side create 
a single large table for several guests.  The legs, in 
the form of an X, fold easily; the table then only 
requires a small space for storage. 
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Copacabana

Please  
do not disturb
When it’s time for a siesta, the folding Copacabana 
bed becomes your personal oasis, far from noise, 
conversations, screaming children…  The legs are 
designed in the form of an X, providing perfect 
stability and easy folding. In the folded position, 
the bed takes up minimal space. Comfortable 
and durable Batyline fabric envelopes the frame.
Copacabana will also come to the rescue should 
you need a spare bed.

Foldup bed with headrest
> p.192
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Copacabana

Navy Blue Sunbrella

Navy Blue Sunbrella

Red Sunbrella

Red Sunbrella

Duo ecru Batyline

Eden taupe Batyline 

Eden taupe Batyline 

Duo ecru Batyline

Deckchair
> p.193

Footrest
> p.193

Tray (placed on top of the footrest)
> p.193

Collection Copacabana
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Copacabana

Folding table 80 x 70 cm
> p.194

Foldup bed with headrest in Duo ecru Batyline 
> p.192

Foldup bed with headrest in Eden taupe Batyline 
> p.192
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Southampton

Southampton
Elegance in comfort
Teak is used throughout the Southampton collec-
tion, exclusively in tables and in combination with 
other materials in seating pieces and the footrest. 
Elegant simplicity characterises all pieces in this 
collection; contours are designed with maximum 
comfort in mind: gently reclining backrests; the 
crosslegs of the folding tables; the soft and du-
rable Batyline fabric used in seating pieces and 
the footrest.

Another collection, 
another piece of history
The Southampton collection was imagined by 
Christophe Delcourt, with the exception of the 
nesting tables and —new for 2020— the lounge ar-
mchair. It is characterised by geometric simplicity 
evoking Art Deco furniture of the 1930s. However 
technical features to maximise ease of use situate 
this collection firmly in the modern era: the sliding 
leaves of the extendable table; the table’s easily 
detachable legs for minimising storage space; Fol-
ding armchairs; stackable sun loungers fitted with 
hidden castors… In short, the models of this col-
lection are perfectly adapted to their natural ha-
bitat: the outdoors.  

Duo Ecru Batyline

Eden Taupe Batyline

The Southampton collection is available in 
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Southampton

Deckchair 108 x 68 cm
Available in Duo Ecru Batyline or Eden Taupe Batyline fabric
> p.194

Footrest 55 x 68 cm
Available in Duo Ecru Batyline or Eden Taupe Batyline fabric
> p.194
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Southampton
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Southampton

Pure elegance
The Southampton sun lounger combines, with 
beautiful results, teak and Batyline fabric. Prac-
ticality is present: rear legs are fitted with near-
ly-hidden castors so the loungers are easy to move 
around; furthermore, several loungers can be sta-
cked for convenient storage.
The slanting legs confer visual lightness in addi-
tion to ensuring perfect stability. Comfort is as-
sured by the reclinable backrest (four positions) 
and use of Batyline fabric, which adapts to the na-
tural contours of the human form. 

By Christophe Delcourt
Designer profile p.137

Stacking sun lounger 200 x 72 cm
Available in Duo Ecru Batyline or Eden Taupe Batyline fabric
> p.194
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Southampton

Absolute relaxation, 
Everything in the design of this armchair and its 
footrest, both designed by Christophe Delcourt, 
evokes wellbeing. The reclining backrest, the sim-
plicity of the structure and the softness of the 
Batyline fabric invite you to truly relax. Other ad-
vantages of these pieces are their lightness, which 
makes them easy to use, and their comfort, which 
obviates the need for cushions. Next to them, the 
small nesting tables adapt to your current mood: 
a glass, a book, a catalogue, a laptop…

By Christophe Delcourt
Designer profile p.137

Low armchair 62 x 76 cm
Available in Duo Ecru Batyline or Eden Taupe Batyline fabric
> p.181

Footrest 68 x 58 cm
Available in Duo Ecru Batyline or Eden Taupe Batyline fabric
> p.181

Set of 3 nesting tables
> p.185
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Southampton

Rectangular extendable folding table
200 - 300 x 100 cm, 10 - 12 people 
> p.182

Perfect, for large
get-togethers 
The Southampton table is ideal for bringing rela-
tives and friends together around one table. In the 
standard configuration, two leaves lie under the 
tabletop, one at each end of the table. To extend 
the table, you just have  to slide them out, then 
add the required number of Folding armchairs 
(from the same collection — naturellement!).For 
ease of storage, the legs can be unscrewed from 
the table then placed snugly under the tabletop.  

By Christophe Delcourt 
Designer profile p.137
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Southampton

Spontaneity defined 
When the sun makes an unexpected appearance, 
it is simplicity itself to remove the table and arm-
chairs from storage, carry them outside and open 
them up! The crosslegs confer visual lightness and 
elegance; in combination with a double-locking 
system, they guarantee maximum stability. Baty-
line fabric, used in the armchairs, is comfortable, 
soft to the touch and ultra-resistant. The crossed 
leg assembly of both models makes folding and 
unfolding a quick and easy process.

By Christophe Delcourt
Designer profile p.137

Folding table 100 x 100 cm
> p.182

Folding armchair 56 x 56 cm
Available in Duo Ecru Batyline or Eden Taupe Batyline fabric
> p.190
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Southampton

Collection Southampton

Folding armchair 56 x 56 cm 
Eden taupe Batyline 
> p.190

Rectangular extendable folding table
200 -300 x 100 cm, 10 - 12 people 
> p.182

Stacking sun lounger Eden taupe Batyline
200 x 72 cm 
> p.194

Stacking sun lounger Duo ecru Batyline 200 x 72 cm
> p.194

Folding armchair 56 x 56 cm
Duo ecru Batyline 
> p.190

Folding table 100 x 100 cm
> p.182
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Footrest 68 x 58 cm
Duo ecru Batyline 
> p.181

Footrest 68 x 58 cm
Eden taupe Batyline 
> p.181

Deckchair Eden taupe Batyline 108 x 68 cm 
> p.194

Footrest Eden taupe Batyline 55 x 68 cm 
> p.194

Deckchair Duo ecru Batyline 108 x 68 cm
> p.194

Footrest Duo ecru Batyline 55 x 68 cm
> p.194

Low armchair 62 x 76 cm  
Eden taupe Batyline 
> p.181

Set of 3 nesting tables 
> p.185

Low armchair 62 x 76 cm 
Duo ecru Batyline 
> p.181
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Exeter

Exeter
Another collection,
another slice of history
The Exeter furniture collection has  flourished since 
its first appearance in 2003,  with the constant ad-
dition of new models. With the modular lounge, 
everyone has the freedom to create their own 
space, according  to their mood and their needs. 
The woodworking talent of Tectona is apparent 
from the width of the teak sections and the width 
of the legs,  cut from a single block.

Armchair  bridge 64 x 55 cm
Cushion included > p.189
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Exeter

Room for everyone
The Exeter lounge is designed to be arranged just 
as you like and to grow with your needs. It follows 
the same design language  as the Exeter and adds 
a large dose of practicality. The depth of the  seat 
along with backrest and footrest cushions invite 
you to relax. For added comfort, combine your exis-
ting sleeper set (corner unit, angle unit, footrest) 
with the new sleeper cushion set.

Corner unit 88 x 88 cm
> p.178

Seat unit 74 x 88 cm
> p.178

Footrest 74 x 74 cm
> p.178

Casa Lopez Rug 3 x 2 m
Available in Green, Coral or Blue > p. 205
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Exeter, 
ovoid coffee table
While the wide tabletop slats and the tapered 
legs speak the same design language as the rest 
of the collection, the novel feature here is the 
ovoid (egg-like) shape of the tabletop that intro-
duces dynamism.  

New!

Ovoid coffee table 169 x 69 cm
> p.185

Square coffee table 50 x 50 cm
Collection p.44 > p.185

Indigo Blue 

Sand Sunbrella 

Natté grey Sunbrella 2 cornet units and 2 seat units
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Exeter

Low armchair 70 x 70 cm
> p.178

Rectangular coffee table 120 x 90 cm
> p.185
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Exeter

Bench 180 cm
> p.178

Quiet strength
Thick-cut teak sections create powerful, elegant  
structuring lines that are softened by the arresting 
simplicity of the wide slats and the slanting of the 
legs. The backrest of the bench and armchair is 
slightly curved for added comfort — cushions not 
required! Simple and obvious, Exeter perfectly 
symbolises the Tectona style: the perfect equi-
librium between «classic»  and «contemporary».
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Exeter

Simple and subtle
Visual elegance is exemplified in the Exeter table 
and stackable chairs, their wide slats exerting a cal-
ming effect on the viewer.  The interplay between 
the curved legs and armrests of the chair add a 
dash of intrigue to the sober, contemporary lines.

Rectangular extendable table
180-240 x 110 cm, 8 - 10 people
> p.183

Stackable armchair 55 x 55 cm
> p.189

Stackable chair 45 x 54 cm
> p.189

Seat cushions 
> p.189

Fabric available in

        Ecru Sunbrella

        Sand Sunbrella

        Sunbrella Red

        Eden taupe Batyline
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Exeter

Low folding chair 48 x 88 cm
> p.195

The chair that everyone
dreams of!
It is practical: it can be folded and is easy to move 
thanks to the handle cut-out in the backrest. It is 
comfortable: the seat is angled and the backrest 
is high. Its strength lies in its simplicity. Exeter in-
tegrates harmoniously with any of the Tectona 
outdoor lounges in teak. As an interesting tech-
nical aside: the chair does not contain any metal 
components (not even where the two axes meet).
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Exeter

The corner unit, the seat unit, the footrest 

and the sleeper are available in :

       Natté grey Sunbrella

       Sand Sunbrella

       Indigo Blue 

Collection Exeter

Corner unit 88 x88 cm 
> p.178

Seat unit 74 x 88 cm 
> p.178

Footrest 74 x 74 cm 
> p.178

Sleeper set 236 x 88 cm
> p.178

Ovoid coffee table 169 x 69 cm 
> p.185

Coffee table unit 74 x 74 cm 
> p.178

Low folding chair 48 x 88 cm 
> p.195

Stool 55 x 36 cm 
> p.189
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Stackable chair
45 x 54 cm 
> p.189

Bench 180 cm
> p.178

Rectangular coffee table
120 x 90 cm 
> p.185

Low armchair
70 x 70 cm 
> p.178

Square coffee table
70 x 70 cm 
> p.185

Armchair bridge
64 x 55 cm 
> p.189

Rectangular extendable table 
180-240 x 110 cm 
> p.184

Stackable armchair
55 x 55 cm 
> p.189
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Clubhouse

Studio Tectona

Clubhouse
Simple yet audacious
When Tectona asked BIG-GAME to create fur-
niture suited to small spaces, the result was the 
beautiful Clubhouse collection in teak. We are 
delighted to present the new version in aluminium, 
a material that sublimates the sleek minimalist 
design. 

Square table  70 x 70 cm
2-4 people
> p.184 

Rectangular table 140 x 70 cm
4-6 people
> p.184

Stackable armchair 61 x 48 cm
> p.190

Seat and backrest cushion
> p.190

 Natté charcoal Sunbrella 

BY BIG-GAME

BIG-GAME was founded in 2004 by 
three ECAL design graduates: Elric Pe-
tit, Grégoire Jeanmonod and Augus-
tin Scott de Martinville. Since then, the 
creative energy infused in their work has 
won over some of the biggest names in 
design in Europe and Japan. No category 
of objects is off-limits: from furniture and 
kitchen knives, to stationery and watches.  
The trio approach every project with the 
same delight.  
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Clubhouse
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Clubhouse

Sober lines
Clubhouse, in teak or aluminium, has been de-
signed with everyday use in mind. Rigorous deve-
lopment underlies the practical features that might 
elude the casual observer: chairs and armchairs 
that are easily stacked and a compact table leg 
assembly to reduce bulkiness.

Square table 70 x 70 cm 2-4 people 
> p.184

Stackable chair 51 x 47 cm
> p.190

Stackable armchair 62 x 48 cm
> p.190

Seat and backrest cushion 
> p.190

Rectangular table 140 x 70 cm 4-6 people 
> p.184

        Natté grey Sunbrella
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Batten
An emblematic
collection
For this design duo, battens are the ultimate symbol 
of outdoor furniture. The Batten collection, in teak, 
exudes an ethereal quality, thanks to the spacing 
between the battens and also the tapering of the 
legs of the seats and the table. Elegant in its sim-
plicity, comfortable and joyful, Batten illustrates 
the traditional woodworking skills practised by 
Tectona, including use of mortise-and-tenon joints.

BY  THINKK STUDIO

Winner of the design competition orga-
nised by Tectona in 2017, THINKK Studio 
was founded in 2008 in Bangkok by De-
cha Archjanun  and Ploypan Theerachai.
Decha Archjanun, a graduate of ECAL, 
is drawn to form and design, whereas 
Ploypan Theerachai, who studied design 
in Sweden, is passionate about materials 
and is drawn to detail. Both firmly believe 
that design should adopt a technological 
approach backed by a solid understan-
ding of manual techniques. 

Low armchair 60 x 53 cm 
> p.181

Square coffee table 56 x 56 cm 
> p.186
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Batten

Square table 100 x 100 cm
2 - 4 people 
> p.184

Armchair 60 x 53 cm
> p.190 

Rectangular table 240 x 100 cm 6 - 8 people 
> p.184 

Rectangular coffee table 100 x 56 cm 
> p.186 
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Cicala

Cicala
The grace of suggestion
The sleek and rigorous design of Cicala lend  an 
almost-ethereal quality, further underlined by the 
sensual undulations of the stainless steel structure 
of the legs and armrests, painted in black. The teak 
slats, most remarkably the single slat forming the 
backrest, contribute to the tangible equilibrium 
between lines  and volume. Elegant and practical.

BY JULIE RICHOZ

After graduating from ECAL, Julie Richoz 
assisted Pierre Charpin for three years 
before opening her own design studio 
in Paris in 2012. In the same year, she 
won the Grand Prix du Design at Villa 
Noailles. The diversity of her creations 
are a testament to her passion for the 
infinite palette of materials, including 
glass, ceramic, tapestry and teak. Case 
in point: for Tectona, teak was combined 
with stainless steel and granite.

Stackable armchair 59 x 53 cm 
> p.189

Rounde table Ø 80 cm
> p.184
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Biblos

Biblos
For bibliophiles 
Biblos is a rotating and mobile indoor bookcase 
made from satin-varnished teak. The obelisk form 
invites you to take a trip to Ancient Egypt, to pay 
homage to the famous library of Alexandria. It was 
designed by a book lover: it holds books of any size 
along its entire height, from your favourite pocket-
sized novels to your favourite oversized artbooks, 
all of which are easily viewed and rapidly pulled out. 

By Alexis de la Falaise
An aesthete driven by a love of art and design and a 
passion for the history of decorative arts, Alexis de 
La Falaise (1948-2004) collaborated with Tectona 
in 2000. His keen eye and inspired lines are behind 
the rejuvenation of certain traditional models, 
such as the Goa collection, and paved the way 
for Tectona’s future collaborations with designers.

Bookcase 61 x 205 cm
For indoor use only
> p.204
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Cliff
Modular screen
When you want to keep prying eyes out, hide part 
of your garden or patio, or shelter yourself from the 
wind, look no further than the Cliff screen. Panels 
are sold individually and are easy to join using the 
supplied stainless steel hinges. Each panel consists 
of ecru Batyline fabric mounted on a teak frame.  
An elegant piece of furniture, discreet  
and practical, for private moments.

Panel for Cliff screen 160 x 60 cm
> p.204
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Shanghai

Low armchair 104 x 97 cm
> p.180

Square coffee table 110 x 110 cm
> p.186

New resin

Shanghai
Another collection,  
another piece of history
Mastery of design, intimate knowledge of the ma-
terial —here woven resin—, respect for the usage 
and of course a passion for craftsmanship are all 
evident in this collection by Christophe Delcourt. 
These aspects underpin the creative dialogue es-
tablished in the 2000s between the designer and 
the maker; a meeting of minds that has grown 
ever closer.
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Shanghai

Three-seater sofa  200 x 97 cm
> p.180

Optional cushion 47 x 40 cm
> p.206

Footrest 104 x 71 cm
> p.180

Side table 59 x 59 cm
> p.186
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Shanghai
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Shanghai

The grandeur of lines
The classic and contemporary Shanghai collection 
has enjoyed much success since its launch in 2013. 
Rigour and softness are manifest by the generous 
proportions and the perfect equilibrium between 
straight and curved lines. A perfect collection that 
transcends the superficiality of fashions to impose 
a clear design at the service of comfort. 

Stackable chair 54 x 56 cm
> p.191

Fixed table 180 x 90 cm, 8 people
Collection p.50 > p.182

BY CHRISTOPHE DELCOURT

Christophe Delcourt has been collabo-
rating regularly with  Tectona since the 
start of the 2000s, renewing its formal re-
pertoire. Some of the flagship collections  
he has designed for Tectona include: 
the elegant Exeter low armchair in teak, 
the generous Shanghai sofa in woven 
resin on aluminium and the emblematic 
Southampton sun lounger in teak and 
Batyline fabric.
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Shanghai

Subtle discretion
The Shanghai sun lounger in woven resin  blends in 
naturally into its environment. The backrest offers 
4 different positions while the rear castor wheels 
permit easy movement. For additional comfort, a 
mattress in sand Sunbrella is available as an option. 
Naturally,  like all pieces in the Shanghai collection,  
the basketwork is impervious to rain, sea spray, 
suntan oil and chlorine from swimming pools.

Sun lounger 203 x 73 cm
Mattress included > p.195

Chest 173 x 92 cm
> p.203
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Shanghai
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Colonial

Colonial
Another collection,  
another piece of history
Colonial highlights the contrast between fluid 
forms and the rigour of teak furniture. It was de-
cided to replicate the famous Lloyd Loom design 
and at the same time adapt it to woven resin, a 
new technological and recyclable material that re-
placed the woven strips of kraft paper used in the  
original version. 

Visually, the woven resin evokes traditional cane 
work in rattan or wicker; functionally, it provides 
complete resistance to the elements. 
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Colonial

Three-seater sofa 208 x 90 cm
> p.179

Two-seater sofa 148 x 90 cm
> p.179

Footrest 72 x 56 cm
> p.179

Rectangular coffee table 105 x 65 cm
> p.186

Side table 57 x 57 cm
> p.186

Fireside chair 81 x 91 cm
> p.179
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Colonial

Tropical exoticism
The soft and sensual curves of the Colonial collec-
tion  replicate well-known Lloyd Loom furniture. 
Back in 2004, it was the first collection launched 
by Tectona in woven resin on aluminium. The broad 
lines of the sofas and fireside chair, the embrace 
of the studio armchair, the drink taken at the cof-
fee and side tables… for over 15 years, Colonial has 
epitomized the outdoor lifestyle.

Fireside chair 81 x 91 cm
> p.179

Footrest 72 x 56 cm
> p.179

Studio armchair 59 x 65 cm
> p.191
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Pebble

Pebble
An «obvious»
collection
This avant-garde project was very loosely inspired 
by the round form of the Circle Bench, one of 
Tectona’s icons. The round platforms of the Pebble 
collection, in woven resin on aluminium, evoke 
upside-down baskets for some and pebbles on 
the seashore for others. The welcoming contours 
of the pebbles form  an original, gentle and poetic 
setting and invite you to daydream. Pebble is an 
ode to serenity, the art of lazing in the sun, without 
constraints  but with originality!

BY RONAN AND ERWAN 
BOUROULLEC

Since the start of their collaboration in 
1999, the Bouroullec brothers have won 
over the world of international design with 
their innovative creations, most recently 
in 2019 with the inauguration of their 
sensational fountains on the Champs- 
Élysées in Paris. They continue to reinvent 
the everyday, producing amazing yet 
obvious objects. In 2008, they designed 
the Pebble collection for Tectona.

Platform Ø 2 m
> p.180

Armchair Ø 76 cm 
> p.180

Side table Ø 76 cm 
> p.180

Mattress
> p.180

Cushions
> p.180

Platform Ø 1 m
> p.180

Top for platform Ø 2 m 
> p.180
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Parasols

Roma
Iconic!
Over time, the Roma parasol has become a Tecto-
na icon. Here, traditional manual techniques meet 
the perfection demanded by the brand: handsewn 
canopies  in waterproofed ecru cotton canvas or 
coloured Sunbrella. The Douglas pine wood, used 
in the ribs and the mast, is crafted as it has been 
for four generations  by the Italian workshop that 
fabricates the parasols for Tectona.

Sublimate the use
The unique silhouette of Roma is easily discer-
nible from the others! Whichever of the 12 sizes 
and 12 colours you choose, the sturdy cast-steel 
base and the vent atop the canopy are constants. 
The parasol is firmly attached to the ground by the 
hardness of the wood and also the wooden struts, 
which have been handcrafted and perfectly in-
serted into the mast — there is zero risk of your 
parasol taking to the air. 

Beige Sunbrella

Grey SunbrellaApricot Sunbrella

Blue Sunbrella

Black Sunbrella

Bordeaux Sunbrella

Red Sunbrella

Rust Sunbrella Taupe Sunbrella Green Sunbrella

Cotton canvas - Ecru
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Ø 5 m**
> p.196

Ø 4,6 m**
> p.196

Ø 4 m**
> p.196

Ø 3,5 m*
> p.196

Ø 3 m*
> p.196

4 x 4 m**     
> p.196

4 x 3 m**     
> p.196

3,5 x 3,5 m**      
> p.196

3,5 x 2,5 m*     
> p.196

3 x 2,2 m*     
> p.196

3 x 3 m*     
> p.196

2,5 x 2,5 m*     
> p.196

Replace the canvas of your Roma parasol
Contact our After-Sales Service about canvas replacement  
to make your parasol as good as new. > contact, see p.172

Cotton canvas (freshness, natural material)  

Coloured Sunbrella canvas (acrylic, UV resistant)
To order only, price +15% 

Storage sack included with parasol
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Parasols

* Square parasol base, 35 kg
60 x 60 cm 
> p.197

* Square parasol base with 2 castors, 35 kg 

 60 x 60 cm
> p.197

** Square parasol base, 45 kg 

75 x 75 cm
> p.197

** Square parasol base with 2 castors, 45 kg 

75 x 75 cm
> p.197
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Contemporary elegance
The forms of the Sunbird collection are inspired 
by those of the now-famous Roma collection; the 
difference, which lends a resolutely contemporary 
look,  is the structure in anodised aluminium and 
the Teflon-treated acrylic canvas.  The reinforced 
eyelets and the lining of the canvas confer great 
wind resistance. The canvas itself is easy to remove, 
whether to be cleaned or changed. Three models 
are available, the smallest of which, measuring 2 
m x 2 m, is particularly well suited to urban patios 
of modest dimensions. 

Square parasol  3 x 3 m
> p.197

Square parasol  2 x 2 m
> p.197

Round parasol Ø 3 m
> p.197

Bases 

> p.197

Sunbird
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Round parasol Ø 2,6 m
> p.197

Square base 45 kg
55 x 55 cm 

> p.197

High wind warning!
When parasol makers employ cutting-edge tech-
nologies usually used by the nautical industry, the 
result is Florida! The eponymous US state is known 
for its gusty winds in the winter. The parasol’s wind 
resistance is provided  by the aluminium structure, 
the Textilene canvas but also the ideal proportions.

Florida
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Colibri
For large gatherings
The dimensions of the acrylic canopy (4 metres in 
diameter) make Colibri perfect for shading eight to 
ten people at the table; at the same time, it remains 
light due to the ribs in aluminium. A crank-operated 
system requires only minimal effort to open and 
close the parasol. Furthermore, the mast, in varni-
shed wood, can be pivoted around its axis so you 
can keep the table shaded throughout the course 
of the day. Storage sack included.

Round cantilever parasol Ø 4 m
> p.198
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Parasols

Flamingo
Sunshine with
occasional showers
The Flamingo parasol is completely impervious 
to the weather thanks to its aluminium structure 
and polyester canopy. A handle integrated into 
the mast makes opening and closing the parasol 
easy. The mast is also mounted on a pivot allowing 
360° rotation: all-day sun protection is simple to 
implement. Finally, an anodized satin finish sof-
tens the brilliance of the aluminium so the para-
sol blends naturally with its surroundings. Storage 
sack included.

Square cantilever parasol 3 x 3 m
> p.198
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Butterfly
Outdoor dining room
The chic and discreet Butterfly tent provides sha-
ding for alfresco dining. The canopy is supported 
between two sturdy masts, in either wood or alu-
minium, and is easy to open and close thanks to the 
ingenious crank-operated system. It is made from 
rain-resistant acrylic that is washable. An optional 
awning, attached to one of the long edges, provi-
des protection from  the sun, rain and prying eyes. 

Tent, aluminium mat, 4,60 x 3 m
> p.198

Tent, wooden mast, 4,60 x 3 m
> p.198
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Studio Tectona

Showers

BY INGA SEMPÉ

Inga Sempé, a graduate of ENSCI and 
designer since 2000, regularly collabo-
rates with the largest companies world-
wide (Italy, Japan, France, Scandinavia…) 
and was named Créateur de l’année in 
Stockholm in 2012. Her reputation earned 
her a retrospective at Villa Noailles in 
2017. Her mastery of technical processes 
and her taste for obvious forms manifests 
in all her creations.

Delta
The handsome
archetype
For its first outdoor shower, Tectona turned  to Inga 
Sempé, known for her sophisticated design. The 
outcome, Delta, is characterised  by the absence 
of the superfluous. Starting from a straightforward 
teak duckboard, Inga Sempé designed a stainless 
steel structure simplified  to the extreme so that it 
can blend harmoniously with any setting. The result 
is obvious and discreetly imposing. The shower 
connects  to an ordinary garden hose. 

Delta shower with ¼-turn tap
> p.201
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Showers

Éclipse 
solaire
Sunshine-heated 
Éclipse Solaire Teck combines the virtues of so-
lar energy with teak’s nobility and resistance in a 
pure design. The sturdy structure is made from 
large rectangular-shaped sections, highlighting 
the natural beauty of teak. A solidly built shower, 
ideal for classic settings.

Éclipse Solaire shower
with thermostatic ¼-turn tap 
Option: duckboard in teak 75 x 80cm 
> p.201

Marina shower with thermostatic tap 

• with square showerhead 20 cm
• with square showerhead 25 cm

Option: duckboard in teak 80 x 80 cm   
> p.201

Marina
The simplicity of squares
The elegance of the Marina shower is due to its 
minimalist structure in which every element has a 
square cross-section: the column, the showerhead, 
the overhead arm and the fixation base. Exceptio-
nally discreet, it blends with its surroundings wit-
hout being noticed.
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Quartz shower
With round showerhead Ø 68 mm
Option: duckboard in teak 80 x 80 cm  
> p.200

Quartz
Absolute discretion
 With its square-sectioned column and its graphite 
grey colour, the Quartz shower integrates perfectly 
into the most contemporary surroundings, along-
side a pool, patio, minimalist garden...
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Squadra

Niagara

For all weather
conditions
The Squadra shower features a thermostatic mixer 
so you can set the water temperature;  the position 
of the showerhead is adjustable. The rectangular 
section of the column betrays a modernist slant, 
as does the square showerhead (available in two 
dimensions). Brushed stainless steel tempers the 
brilliance of the metal. The piece incorporates a 
foot shower using cold water. For added comfort, 
a teak duckboard is available as an option.

Voluptuous curves 
In the Niagara shower, teak is sculpted into a  round 
duckboard and a smooth-cornered column cut 
from a single block, highlighting the sensual side of 
outdoor living. The joy of outdoor showering is en-
hanced by sensual imagery.  In practical terms, the 
shower is light hence easy to move and it connects 
to an ordinary garden hose. The water pipe and the 
showerhead,  both made from stainless steel, are 
resistant  to the sunshine, rain, cold and sea air!

Squadra shower with thermostatic mixer  
and  a foot shower 
• with square showerhead  20 cm
• with square showerhead  25 cm
Option: duckboard in teak 80 x 80 cm  
> p.200

Niagara shower with ¼-turn tap
and duckboard included
> p.200
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Tropic
Like a monsoon shower
When the sun is blazing-hot, close your eyes and 
open the tap on the Tropic shower to be trans-
ported to a tropical rainforest. The wide column is 
cut from a single block of teak, evoking the trunk 
of the tree.  Fine continuous rainfall can be simu-
lated through the generous dimensions of the 
showerhead.

Tropic shower without thermostatic mixer,
• with square showerhead 20 cm
• with square showerhead 25 cm

Tropic shower with thermostatic mixer,
• with square showerhead 20 cm
• with square showerhead 25 cm

The duckboard is included in all Tropic models.
> p.200
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Showers

Graphite

Riva

Shower spot
The 1m-high Graphite Post is made from matt 
graphite grey powder-coated galvanised steel. 
The double surface treatment, carried out at high 
temperature, creates an effective corrosion-re-
sistant shield that minimises the amount of care 
required. It is equipped with  a cold water tap and 
a handheld showerhead.

A must-have
Despite its diminutive size (1 metre high), the dis-
creet Riva rectangular-sectioned post takes up 
very little space.It is made from stainless steel for 
ultimate corrosion resistance. Thanks to the hand-
held showerhead and the low tap, you can refresh 
yourself under the blazing sun or rinse yourself or 
your feet when returning from the beach or after 
climbing out of the swimming pool. The Riva Post 
is declined with or without thermostatic mixer.

Graphite Post with tap for foot shower
and a handheld showerhead

Option: duckboard in teak 80 x 80 cm 
> p.199

Riva Post without thermostatic mixer,
with tap for foot shower and a handheld showerhead

Riva Post with thermostatic mixer, 
with tap for foot shower and a handheld showerhead

Option: duckboard in teak 80 x 80 cm 
> p.199
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California
Discreet and effective
The 1 m-high California Post consists of a beautiful 
teak structure fitted with a tap for rinsing feet and 
a handheld showerhead.  Its proportions make it 
ideal for small spaces  in which teak’s colour fits 
in naturally.  

California without mixer
California with mixer
Option: duckboard in teak 75 x 80 cm
> p.199
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Furniture 
care
Tectona furniture, in teak, woven resin and alu-
minium, specially designed for the outdoors, is 
particularly resistant to atmospheric conditions 
and requires,  in most cases, minimal care. Fabrics 
used in cushions, sun loungers and parasols also 
require minimal care to maintain their initial sheen. 

To ensure a long life  for your parasols, some pre-
cautions must be heeded. As for showers,  
there are some actions that must be performed 
in winter.   

The secrets for a long life
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Furniture care

Teak

Beautiful natural protection

Over time, the surface of teak develops an attrac-
tive silver-grey patina as a result of the protective 
oil naturally secreted by the wood. This oil ren-
ders teak fully rot-proof and explains how it came 
to be used so extensively outdoors, for example 
in ship decks and of course outdoor furniture. 

Care advice
Care is minimal: once a year, clean your teak furni-
ture with soapy water to remove impurities. 

To prevent a patina from forming 

If you want to maintain the original colour of your 
furniture, apply Wood Sealant* to slow down the 
formation of the patina. This product is also ef-
fective against stains, particularly on tabletops.

To make the patina disappear 

Apply Net Trol** cleaning product, which easily 
removes the patina and restores the furniture  to 
its original colour. 

To eliminate stains 
Non-greasy stains can be eliminated with water. 
Greasy stains require a textile cleaning product.  

Tips 

• Extremely dense, teak does not split; however a 
few cracks may appear on the surface. 

• Teak oil, linseed oil and varnish are not recom-
mended. They do not extend the lifetime of your 
furniture.

* Wood Sealant 1L

This product, for use with teak, reinforces its 
colour and prevents the formation of a patina. 
It renders  the surface of the wood waterproof, 
providing weather-resistance for approximately 
2 years.

** Net Trol 1L

This product removes the patina, thereby 
restoring the wood’s original colour.
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Furniture care

Powder-coated
aluminium
Powder-coated aluminium, cast or in tubes, com-
bines lightness with robustness.  
The lacquer is applied as a powder and stoved.

Care instructions  
Clean with soapy water. 

To repaint your furniture 

For chips, use the supplied touch-up kit or oil-
based paint. 

Tips
• Powder-coated aluminium does not rust and can
be used at sea-side. 
• It is extremely resistant to abrasion.

Woven resin
Woven resin is a unalterable synthetic polyethyle-
ne-based fibre, handwoven around an ultralight 
aluminium frame, making furniture easy to move. 
It keeps its colour and is fully recyclable. 

Care instructions  

You can clean your woven resin furniture with soapy 
water and a brush. Damages to your furniture in 
the form of cigarette burns or cuts necessitate 
rewelding  (using a soldering iron) or replacement. 

Tips
• Furniture longevity depends on light intensity
and temperature variations.
• It is highly inadvisable to use abrasive materials 
(metallic brush) that may scratch your furniture.
Solvents and bleach are also harmful to the resin.
• If you want to protect your furniture during winter,
use our protective covers (p.170)
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Furniture care

Parasol
Our parasol fabrics are resistant and water-re-
pellent. Sunbird and Colibri models, and the But-
terfly tent have an acrylic canvas, they must be 
dusted and washed uniformly. Roma parasols, an 
ecru cotton canvas or a coloured acrylic canvas.

Care advice  
Our parasol fabrics are water-reppelent. They must 
be dusted and washed uniformily. Detergents, 
which remove waterproofing, are to be avoided.

Put your parasol into storage for winter

To store your parasol roll it up and store in a dry 
place inside its storage sack or an old sheet; never 
under any circumstances store it in plastic. 

To change the canopy Roma 

Tectona provides two options if you want to change 
the canvas of your Roma parasol. This service only 
applies to Roma parasols by Tectona.

• 1/ Tectona takes your parasol, changes the canvas 
and redelivers to your home 

• 2/ Tectona sends the parasol canvas and you
replace it thanks to the instructions.

Shower
Care instructions

It is easy to care for outdoor showers. The primary 
danger to avoid is that of freezing water leading 
to burst pipes. For this reason, outdoor showers 
must be winterized: turn off water supplies to the 
shower; disconnect all of the shower’s water inlets; 
and leave all the shower’s taps in the open position.

For showers with a showerhead, we recommend 
unscrewing the flexible hose from the showerhead 
so that water does not remain in the curved part 
of the flexible hose. 

For showers equipped with a thermostatic tap, 
we recommend that you remove the thermostat 
cartridge because it is the part most sensitive to 
cold. 

For showers in type 316L stainless steel or in 
powder-coated steel, use a standard stainless 
steel cleaner.

For showers in wood, we recommend that you 
clean once a year to remove impurities, using soapy 
water and a gentle brush. 
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Furniture care

Outdoor fabrics
Our cushion covers and mattresses as well as all 
our canvases are designed to withstand water, 
fatty substances and UV rays. They are easy to 
clean and keep their colour. 

Sunbrella®_fabric (100% acrylic) 
Sunbrella is a fabric combining softness  
and comfort as well as a very pleasant feel.   

Care instructions 

The covers can be washed at 30°C; never spin or 
machine dry. You can also clean your fabric with 
soapy water and a soft brush.

Batyline®_canvas
(90% vinyle, 10% Polyester)
Batyline is an exceptionally resistant fabric that 
keeps its shape and colour. Its softness makes  it 
a very comfortable furniture fabric.   

Care instructions

For Batyline only, use Batyline Clean* to clean and 
remove stains. Do not use solvents or detergents

Protective covers 
Protect your furniture with our protective covers. 

* Batyline clean, spray 500 ml

Product to clean and remove stains exclusively.  
Leave for 2 or 3 minutes, then brush and rince  with 
water.
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Order
Internet  www.tectona.fr

Discover our entire product range on our website 
and place your order directly online. Easy to use. 
Secure payment system. 
Please provide contact details (name, delivery and 
invoice addresses, telephone number) as well as 
the desired quantity, dimensions and colour for 
each item ordered.

Email  info@tectona.fr

Specify in your email the name, the size,  the colour 
and the quantity for each item you would like to 
order. Make sure you don’t forget your telephone 
number and your billing and delivery addresses.

Téléphone  01 47 03 05 05

Our advisors are able to take your order and will 
be able to tell you if the items you’ve chosen  are 
in stock as well as the delivery time.

Fax  +33 1 47 03 06 05

Fill out and sign your order form. Make sure that
for each item you specify the name, the size, the 
colour and the quantity. Make sure you don’t forget 
accessories such as cushions or parasol bases.

Mail  Tectona – 36, rue du Bac 75007 Paris

Fill out and sign your order form. Make sure that 
for each item you specify the name, the size, the 
colour and the quantity. Make sure you don’t forget 
accessories such as cushions or parasol bases.

Stores

See addresses inside back cover.

Payment

Transfer or bank card.

Delivery
Contact delivery service  entrepot@tectona.fr

All countries

Our stock is usually available immediately.  We 
will give you a quote to deliver your order  to the 
location of your choice (sea, air or road). We can 
arrange delivery to any country. France, Italy, Spain, 
Switzerland

Delivery times

The average delivery time is 10 working days for a 
standard delivery. 

Standard delivery

• Standard delivery includes delivery but does
not include unpacking or assembly of furniture.
The delivery is done by a delivery company to
the nearest or most accessible point at the stated
address (for small islands, delivery is generally
made at the wharf). Delivery companies unload
goods but do NOT carry them to upper floors.
• This standard delivery is free for mainland
France and Corsica, Italy and Spain for orders
in excess of €2000 inclusive of taxes, as well as
for Switzerland for orders in excess of 2000 CHF.

White glove delivery

• This service includes unpacking, assembly and
installation of the furniture where you want. It also 
includes delivery to the upper floors and removal of 
packaging material. 
• Request a quote for White glove delivery service.

Upon delivery of your order

Check whether the number and description of 
packages on the delivery note handed to you by 
the driver correspond to what was delivered to you. 
Unpack the goods to check for possible damage 
during transportation. In the unlikely event of da-
mage or a discrepancy in the number/description, 
describe them in detail on the delivery note before 
signing it and then confirm your claim in writing by 
registered post to the delivery company within 48h. 
If you do not respect these precautions, your claim 
will not be processed.

Service & warrantie
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After-sales service
Contact after-sales service
sav@tectona.fr

The after-sales service is headed by Jean-Yves 
Grandfils, a recipient of the prestigious «Meilleur 
Ouvrier de France» competitition recognizing 
outstanding craftsmanship.
For all requests for after-sales service, please pro-
vide your name and telephone number.
Tectona will reply with advice and an itemised 
quote.

Repair

You can rely on one of our skilled craftsmen to 

restore your Tectona piece in the shortest pos-
sible time.

Spare parts
Spare parts are available for our furniture:
specify the concerned furniture.

Change a parasol canvas
2 possibilities:
• Tectona takes your parasol, changes the canvas
and redelivers to your home
• Tectona sends the parasol canvas and you
replace it thanks to the instructions.

Delivery problems
Contact our after-sales services to solve your 
problem.

Garantie
All our furniture is guaranteed for 2 years.

Personalised quote. 

Our furniture is only 
guaranteed

against defective 
workmanship.

24h online shop with
personalised service.

Delivery worldwide
Advice and order:
+33 1 47 03 05 05
info@tectona.net

Service & warrantie
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Specifications
Dimensions and Price list – VAT excl. - 2022
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150 cm 120 cm 

64 cm

90 cm

64 cm

90 cm

58 cm 

64 cm

90 cm

180 cm 

64 cm

90 cm

180 cm 

66 cm

91 cm

240 cm 

66 cm

91 cm

96 cm

180 cm 

65 cm

150 cm 
65 cm

96 cm

240 cm 

64 cm

90 cm

169 cm 

6 cm

46 cm

137 cm 

6 cm

46 cm

109 cm 

6 cm

46 cm

Bench 180 cm
In teak 
1825,00 € 
In Imperial teak  
2558,33 € 

Seat depth: 48 cm
Seat Height: 41 cm
Weight: 43 kg

Bench 240 cm
In teak  
2441,66 € 
In Imperial teak  
3416,66 € 

Seat depth: 48 cm
Seat Height: 41 cm
Weight: 53 kg

Bench 180 cm
In teak
1400,00 €
In Imperial teak
1958,33 € 

Seat depth: 47 cm
Seat Height: 41 cm
Weight: 34 kg

Bench 150 cm
In teak
1308,33 € 
In Imperial teak
1833,33 € 

Bench 120 cm
In teak
1125,00 € 
In Imperial teak
1575,00 € 

Armchair
In teak
841,66 € 
In Imperial teak
1175,00 € 

Seat depth: 47 cm
Seat Height: 41 cm
Weight: 28 kg

Seat depth: 47 cm
Seat Height: 41 cm
Weight: 26 kg

Seat depth: 47 cm
Seat Height: 41 cm
Weight: 18 kg

Bench 240 cm
In teak
1975,00 € 
In Imperial teak
2766,66 € 

Seat depth: 47 cm
Seat Height: 41 cm
Weight: 40 kg

Bench 180 cm
1400,00 € 

Seat Height: 41 cm
Weight: 35 kg

Bench 150 cm
1308,33 € 

Seat Height: 41 cm
Weight: 31 kg

Seat cushions for
Exbury, Glenwood
and London benches
• Cushion cover in Sunbrella (100% acrylic) 

or Batyline fabric (90% Vinyl and 10% polyester). 
Filling Quick Dry Foam (100% polyurethane foam 
30kg/m3).

Bench cushion 180 cm    Bench cushion 150 cm Bench cushion 120 cm    

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

175,00 € 158,33 € 141,66 € 

Eden Taupe Batyline 
233,33 € 

Eden Taupe Batyline 
208,33 € 

Eden Taupe Batyline 
266,66 € 

Exbury > p.78

• In solid teak or in Imperial teak
• Delivered fully assembled
•Option: bench seat cushion

Glenwood > p.80

• In solid teak or in Imperial teak
• Delivered fully assembled
• Option: bench seat cushion

London > p.88

• In solid teak 
• Delivered fully assembled
• Option: bench seat cushion

Be
nc

he
s
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220 cm 

95 cm

220 cm 

95 cm

41 cm 41 cm

195 cm 

60 cm

105 cm

240 cm 

62 cm

100 cm

183 cm 183 cm 

48 cm 48 cm

46 cm 46 cm

Bench 195 cm
In teak
2258,33 € 
In Imperial teak  
3158,33 € 

Seat depth: 45 cm
Seat Height: 45 cm
Weight: 43 kg

Bench 240 cm
In Imperial teak 
3291,66 € 

Seat Height: 46 cm
Weight: 61 kg

Circular 
bench
In teak
5800,00 € 
In Imperial teak
8116,66 € 

Semi-circular 
bench
In teak  
2900,00 €
In Imperial teak
4058,33 € 

Internal diameter: 100 cm
Seat Height: 41 cm
Weight: 45 kg

Internal diameter: 100 cm
Seat Height: 41 cm
Weight: 90 kg

Lancaster > p.86

• In solid teak or in Imperial teak
• Delivered fully assembled

Marly > p.84

• In Imperial teak
• Delivered fully assembled

Circle bench > p.82

• In solid teak or in Imperial teak
• Delivered fully assembled
• Two semi-circular benches may be combined to create 

a full Circular bench

Benches

Bench 183 cm 
In teak Impérial
1825,00 € 

Seat Height: 46 cm
Weight: 26 kgGrande Écurie-Versailles > p.75

• In Imperial teak or in polished oak
• Delivered fully assembled

Bench 183 cm
in polished oak
1825,00 € 

Seat Height: 46 cm
Weight: 26 kg
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75 cm 

46 cm

44 cm

180 cm 

68 cm

68 cm

87 cm

135 cm 

67 cm

92 cm

87 cm 

142 cm

235 cm

110 cm 

46 cm

44 cm

• In solid teak with backrest in painted 
aluminium 

• Delivered fully assembled

Tennis > p.92

• In solid teak and powder-coated 
aluminium painted green

• Delivered fully assembled

Players' bench
950,00 € 

Seat depth: 45 cm 
Seat Height: 47 cm
Weight: 25 kg

Umpire’s chair
2825,00 € 

Seat depth: 36 cm
Seat Height: 198 cm
Weight: 52 kg

Muse > p.90

• In oak (2-component polyurethane varnish)
• For indoor use only
• Delivered fully assembled

Bench 110 cm
1241,66 € 

Bench 75 cm 
908,33 € 

Weight: 12 kg Weight: 9 kg

Tecto > p.76

• In solid teak 
• Delivered fully assembled

Bench 180 cm
1766,66 € 

Seat depth: 46 cm
Seat Height: 44 cm
Weight: 34 kg

Be
nc

he
s
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170 cm 

42,5 cm 42,5 cm

170 cm 

160 cm 

53 cm

87 cm 87 cm

87 cm

Bench 
Madeleine Castaing
1241,66 € 

Bench cushion

Seat Height: 48 cm
Weight: 12 kg

150 x 38 x 5 cm

Available in two colours

       Matt black 
        Blue-grey

Available in two colours

       Matt black 
        Blue-grey

1800 > p.27

• In powder-coated aluminium 
• Seat cushion included, cushion cover in white 

Sunbrella (100% acrylic) 
• Delivered fully assembled

Benches

1800 > p.26

• In powder-coated aluminium.
• Includes bench cushions in White Sunbrella 
(100% acrylic)
• Also available as semi-circle benches, 
two of which can be combined to form a circle

Semi-circular 
bench
2250,00 € 

Semi-circle bench 
cushion

Total diameter: 170 cm
Internal diameter: 69 cm 
Seat Height: 42,5 cm
Weight: 10 kg

150 x 38 x 5 cm

Circular 
bench 
4500,00 € 

Circle bench 
cushion

Total diameter: 170 cm
Internal diameter: 69 cm 
Seat Height: 42,5 cm
Weight: 20 kg

150 x 38 x 5 cm
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85 cm 85 cm

180 cm 

70 cm

70 cm 

70 cm

86 cm

84 cm 84 cm

88 cm 

76 cm 76 cm 

88 cm

88 cm 88 cm

74 cm 

88 cm

86 cm

45 cm

74 cm 

74 cm

236 cm 

 88 cm

86 cm

EXETER-Méridienne EXETER-Module table basse

74 cm 

74 cm

36 cm

EXETER-Méridienne EXETER-Module table basse

Exeter > p.116

• Outdoor lounge in solid teak 
• Delivered fully assembled

Couch 
1750,00 € 

Low armchair
1058,33 € 

Seat depth: 52 cm
Seat Height: 40 cm
Weight: 33 kg

Seat depth: 52 cm
Seat Height: 40 cm
Weight: 20 kg

Exeter > p.114

• Outdoor lounge in solid natural teak
• Cushions included.
• Delivered fully assembled.

Corner unit
1491,66 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion 

Seat depth: 74 cm
Seat Height: 45 cm
Weight: 32 kg

74 x 76 x 17 cm

78 x 56 x 17 cm

Seat unit
1241,66 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion 

Seat depth: 74 cm
Seat Height: 45 cm
Weight: 22 kg

74 x 76 x 17 cm

78 x 56 x 17 cm

Footrest
808,33 € 

Seat 
cushion

Seat depth: 74 cm
Seat Height: 45 cm
Weight: 13 kg

74 x 76 x 17 cm

• Sleeper set in solid natural teak
• Corner unit, seat unit and footrest teak 
   structures included
• Set of 3 cushions included

Sleeper set
3325,00 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion

Polochon       

Seat depth: 47 cm
Seat Height: 45 cm
Weight: 82 kg

2,24 m x 74 cm x 22 cm 

 78 x 56 x 17 cm

1,30 m

O
ut

do
or

 lo
un

ge
s

Chelsea > p.40

• Modular sofa in black aluminium. 
• Cushions in Sunbrella included. 
• Delivered assembled. 

Coffee table
unit
433,33 € 

Corner module
1241,66 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion

Small backrest
cushion

Center module
1075,00 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion

Small backrest
cushion

Weight: 10 kg

Total depth: 88 cm
Seat depth: 60 cm
Height : 84 cm
Seat Height: 45 cm
Weight: 17 kg

75 x 74 x 12.5 cm 

70 x 35

53 x 32

Total depth: 88 cm
Seat depth: 60 cm
Height : 84 cm
Seat Height: 45 cm
Weight: 14 kg

75 x 74 x 12.5 cm 

70 x 35

53 x 32

Available in three colours

        Natté Grey Sunbrella  
        Sand Sunbrella
        Indigo Blue

New!

Optional Protective covers (100% polyester):
Corner unit: 175,00 €
Seat unit: 166,67 €
Footrest: 133,33 €

Available in 2 colours (100% acrylic)

        Pearl Grey
        Navy Blue

Available in three colours

        Natté Grey Sunbrella  
        Sand Sunbrella
        Indigo Blue
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185 cm 

84 cm

89 cm

73 cm 

84 cm

89 cm

65 cm 

65 cm

43 cm

129 cm 

84 cm

89 cm

148 cm 

90 cm

88 cm

208 cm 

90 cm

88 cm

72 cm 

56 cm

47 cm

81 cm 

91 cm

88 cm

Goa > p.42

• Outdoor lounge in solid teak
• Cushion included in Sand Sunbrella 

(100% acrylic)
• Delivered assembled

Option: protective cover (100% polyester) :
Three-seater sofa: 241,67 €
Two-seater sofa: 208,33€
Low armchair : 166,67 €
Footrest : 133,33 €

Low armchair
1241,66 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion   

Seat depth: 48 cm
Seat Height: 45 cm
Weight: 20 kg

58 x 56 x 17 cm

63 x 53 x 23 cm

Footrest
783,33 €  

Seat 
cushion

Seat Height: 43 cm
Weight: 8 kg  

65 x 65 x 17 cm

Three-seater 
sofa
2683,33 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion 

Seat depth: 48 cm
Seat Height: 45 cm
Weight: 46 kg 

170 x 58 x 18 cm

60 x 53 x 27 cm 

Two-seater sofa
2041,66 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion   

Seat depth: 48 cm
Seat Height: 45 cm
Weight: 32 kg 

116 x 58 x 18 cm

60 x 53 x 27 cm 

Colonial > p.140

• Outdoor lounge in rattan-like fibre woven resin 
(100% polyethylene)

• Aluminium structure
• Cushions included in sand Sunbrella (100% acrylic)
• Delivered assembled

Option: protective cover (100% polyester) :
Three-seater sofa: 241,67 €
Two-seater sofa: 208,33 €
Fireside chair: 166,67 €
Footrest : 133,33 €

Two-seater sofa
1750,00 €

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion  

Seat depth: 60 cm
Seat Height: 45 cm
Weight: 24 kg

118 x 60 x 13 cm

44 x 44 x15 cm

Three-seater 
sofa
2216,66 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion   

Seat depth: 60 cm
Seat Height: 45 cm
Weight: 28 kg

178 x 60 x 13 cm

44 x 44 x 15 cm

Footrest
616,66 € 

Seat 
cushion  

Seat Height: 47 cm
Weight: 9 kg

52 x 52 x 13 cm 

Fireside chair
1075,00 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion   

Seat depth: 60 cm
Seat Height: 45 cm
Weight: 14 kg

56 x 60 x 13 cm

44 x 36 x 15 cm

O
utdoor lounges
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200 cm 

97 cm

76 cm

73 cm 

97 cm

76 cm

104 cm 

71 cm

44 cm

104 cm 

97 cm

76 cm

200 cm 100 cm 

76 cm 

53 cm

25 cm

76 cm 

76 cm 

27 cm

Shanghai > p.134

• Outdoor lounge in round-fibre woven resin 
(100% polyethylene)

• Aluminium structure
• Cushions included in Sand Sunbrella 

(100% acrylic)
• Delivered assembled.

Option: protective cover (100% polyester) :
Three-seater sofa: 241,67 € 
Fireside chair : 183,33 €
Low armchair : 166,67€
Footrest : 133,33 €

Three-seater 
sofa
2741,66 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion       

Seat depth: 73 cm
Seat Height: 47 cm
Weight: 40 kg

99 x 48 x 30 cm

96 x 73 x 19 cm

Low armchair
1291,66 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion      

Seat depth: 73 cm
Seat Height: 47 cm
Weight: 13 kg

66 x 73 x 20 cm

70 x 48 x 20 cm

Footrest
933,33 € 

Seat 
cushion 

Seat Height: 44 cm
Weight: 9 kg

95 x 70 x 17 cm

Fireside chair
1641,66 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion         

Seat depth: 73 cm
Seat Height: 47 cm
Weight: 23 kg 

97 x 73 x 17 cm

105 x 48 x 20 cm

Pebble > p.144

• Collection in woven resin (100% 
polyethylene) Aluminium structure

• Delivered fully assembled
• Optional mattresses 

• Mattress covers in Sunbrella 
bi-colour blue and green 
(100% acrylic)

Small cushion          66,66 € 

Large cushion          75,00 € 

Plateforme 2 m
2416,66 € 

Height : 35 cm
Diam. : 200 cm
Weight: 30 kg

Plateforme 1 m
833,33 € 

Height : 30 cm
Diam. : 100 cm
Weight: 10 kg

Armchair 
633,33 € 

Seat Height: 25 cm
Weight: 8 kg

Top for 
platform 2 m
558,33 € 

Diam. : 76 cm
Weight: 6 kg

Side table
841,66 € 

Diam. : 76 cm
Weight: 9 kg

• Mattress covers in Sunbrella bi-colour 
blue and green (100% acrylic)

Mattress for platform 2 m          425,00 € 

Mattress for platform 1 m          100,00 €  

Mattress for armchair          66,66 €

O
ut

do
or

 lo
un

ge
s

New resin!
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227 cm 

91 cm

86 cm

81 cm 

91 cm

86 cm

74 cm 

74 cm

46 cm

154 cm 

91 cm

86 cm

72 cm 

64 cm

75 cm

BATTEN Fauteuil Face BATTEN Fauteuil Bas Face BATTEN Fauteuil Bas Pro�lBATTEN Fauteuil Pro�l

76 cm

76 cm

62 cm 62 cm 

58 cm

42 cm

O
utdoor lounges

1800 > p.28

• Outdoor lounge in powder-coated aluminium 
• Cushions included in White Sunbrella 

(100% acrylic)
• Delivered fully assembled

Option: protective cover (100% polyester) :
Three-seater sofa: 241,67€
Two-seater sofa: 208,33 €
Low armchair : 166,67 €
Footrest : 133,33 €

Three-seater 
sofa
3225,00 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion    

Seat depth: 74 cm
Seat Height: 46 cm
Weight: 38 kg

74 x 74 x 16 cm

75 x 52 x 21 cm

Low armchair
1350,00 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion     

Seat depth: 74 cm
Seat Height: 46 cm
Weight: 15 kg

74 x 74 x 16 cm

 75 x 52 x 21 cm

Footrest
725,00 € 

Seat 
cushion

Seat Height: 43 cm
Weight: 9 kg

74 x 74 x 16 cm

Two-seater sofa
2308,33 € 

Seat 
cushion

Backrest
cushion       

Seat depth: 74 cm
Seat Height: 46 cm
Weight: 27 kg

74 x 74 x 16 cm

75 x 52 x 21 cm

Available in two colours

       Matt black 
        Blue-grey

Batten > p.128

• Armchair In solid teak 
• Cushions included in Eden Taupe Batyline
(90% vinyl, 10% polyester)
• Delivered fully assembled

Low armchair
1075,00 €  

Seat 
cushion

Seat depth: 50 cm
Seat Height: 40 cm
Weight: 11 kg

54 x 50 x 4 cm

Southampton > p.104

• Structure In solid teak et toile Batyline 
(90% vinyle et 10% polyester)

• Delivered fully assembled

Low armchair 
633,33 € 

Footrest
308,33 € 

Seat Height: 40 cm
Weight: 9 kg

Seat Height: 40 cm
Weight: 5 kg

Available in two colours fabric

        Eden Taupe Batyline 
         Duo Ecru Batyline
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200/300 cm 

180 cm 

110 cm

90 cm

90 cm 

90 cm

180/240 cm 

110 cm

200/300 cm 

100 cm 

100 cm

13 cm 

100 cm

74 cm

100 cm

114 cm

Arlington > p.48

• In solid teak
• Table delivered partially assembled 
(legs remain to be assembled)

Sterling > p.58

• In solid teak
• Table delivered partially assembled 

(legs remain to be assembled)

Rectangular extendable 
table 200/300 cm
3200,00 € 

Rectangular 
table 180 cm
1541,66 € 

Height : 73 cm
Tabletop thickness: 35 mm
Weight: 86 kg 
Ø parasol hole: 68 mm

Height : 73 cm
Tabletop 
thickness: 35 mm
Weight: 45 kg
Ø parasol hole: 68 mm

Square table
90 cm
1075,00 € 

Height : 73 cm
Tabletop 
thickness: 35 mm
Weight: 26 kg
Ø parasol hole: 68 mm

Extendable oval table  
180/240 cm
2633,33 € 

Height : 73 cm
Tabletop thickness: 35 mm
Weight: 62 kg
Ø parasol hole: 68 mm

Southampton > p.106

• In solid teak
• Folding table delivered fully assembled
• Extendable table delivered partially assembled 

(legs remain to be assembled)

Rectangular 
extendable 
table
2591,66 € 

Height : 73 cm
Tabletop thickness: 22 mm
Weight: 79 kg

Square folding 
table 
933,33 € 

Tabletop thickness: 25 mm
Weight: 16 kg

Ta
bl

es

The following parasols can be inserted into 
the Arlington and Sterling tables:
Roma parasol: 2.5 x 2.5 m, Ø 3 m and Ø 3.5 m
Sunbird parasol: 2 x 2 m and Ø 3 m

Tabletop thickness: 
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180/240 cm 

150 cm 23 cm 

110 cm

100 cm

180 cm 

90 cm

60 cm 

90 cm 

90 cm

75 cm 

75 cm

110 cm 

150 cm 110 cm 90 cm 

100 cm

73 cm

Exeter > p.118

• In solid teak
• Delivered unassembled

Gateleg > p.60

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled

Rectangular 
extendable table
180-240 cm
2075,00 € 

Folding table
1550,00 € 

Height : 75 cm
Tabletop thickness: 30 mm
Weight: 53 kg

Height : 73 cm
Tabletop thickness: 35 mm
Weight: 35 kg
Ø parasol hole: 46 mm

Barkley > p.56

• In solid teak
• Table delivered partially assembled 
(legs remain to be assembled)

Round table 
Ø 150 cm
1683,33 €

Height : 73 cm
Tabletop 
thickness: 35 mm
Weight: 45 kg
Ø parasol hole: 68 mm

Round table 
Ø 110 cm
1200,00 € 

Height : 73 cm
Tabletop 
thickness: 35 mm
Weight: 29 kg
Ø parasol hole: 68 mm

Round table 
Ø 90 cm
1008,33 €

Height : 73 cm
Tabletop 
thickness: 35 mm
Weight: 22 kg
Ø parasol hole: 68 mm

1800 > p.30

• In powder-coated aluminium 
• Rectangular table, round table 

delivered unassembled
• Square table, bistrot table 

delivered assembled

Option: protective cover (100% polyester):
Rectangular table : 216,66 €
Round table : 208,33 € 
Square table 90 : 166,66 € 
Square table 75 : 158,33 €

Rectangular 
table
2033,33 € 

Height : 75 cm
Tabletop 
thickness: 25 mm
Weight: 25 kg

Round table
1275,00 € 

Height : 75 cm
Tabletop 
thickness: 25 mm
Weight: 15 kg

Bistrot table 
541,66 € 

Height : 73 cm
Tabletop thickness: 2 cm
Weight: 8 kg

Square 
table90
991,66 € 

Height : 75 cm
Tabletop 
thickness: 25 mm
Weight: 12 kg

Square table75
808,33 € 

Height : 75 cm
Tabletop 
thickness: 25 mm
Weight: 10 kg

Available in two colours

       Matt black 
        Blue-grey

Tables
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77 cm

75 cm 75 cm

140 cm 70 cm 

75 cm 75 cm

100 cm

70 cm 70 cm

100 cm

240 cm 100 cm 

80 cm 80 cm 

70 cm 70 cm 

80 cm
74 cm

9 cm 

70 cm

160 cm

200 cm 

90 cm

90 cm 

BATTEN Table basse rectangulaire 56 x 100

BATTEN Table basse carrée 56 x 56

BATTEN Table de repas rectangulaire 100 x 240

BATTEN Table de repas carrée 100 x 100

BATTEN Table basse rectangulaire 56 x 100

BATTEN Table basse carrée 56 x 56

BATTEN Table de repas rectangulaire 100 x 240

BATTEN Table de repas carrée 100 x 100

78 cm

90 cm 90 cm 

90 cm 

76 cm

Bamboo Table

Face view
Top view

90cm

Bamboo Table

Face view
Top view

90cm

Copacabana > p.96

• In solid teak 
• Delivered fully assembled

Tabletop thickness: 30 mm 
Weight: 14 kg

Folding table
900,00 € 

Argos > p.68

• In solid teak
• Delivered unassembled

Rectangular table
In Imperial teak 
4041,66 € 

Height : 78 cm
Tabletop thickness: 35 mm
Weight: 72 kg

Rectangular table
In teak  
1158,33 € 
In aluminium  
658,33 € 

Tabletop thickness: 30 mm
Weight in teak: 24 kg
Weight in alluminium: 21 kg

Square table
In teak  
791,66 € 
In aluminium  
425,00 € 

Tabletop thickness: 30 mm 
Weight in teak : 13 kg
Weight in aluminium : 11 kg

Batten > p.128

• In solid teak
• Table delivered partially assembled (legs remain to be assembled)

Rectangular table
2841,66 € 

Weight: 64 kg Square table
1491,66 € 

Weight: 27 kg

Clubhouse > p.124

• In solid teak or in powder-coated aluminium Black Grey
• Delivered assembled

Cicala > p.130

• Top in granite, structure in stainless steel painted black 
• Delivered unassembled (top must be assembled)

Round table
816,66 € 

Tabletop thickness: 20 mm 
Weight: 33 kg

Square table
1041,66 € 

Tabletop thickness: 2,5 cm 
Weight: 14 kg

Ta
bl

es

Bamboo > p.38

• Collection in matt black aluminium. 
• Table delivered assembled.

New!
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140 cm 

150 cm 82 cm 

80 cm

41 cm

75 cm

40 cm

75 cm

40 cm

100 cm 

60 cm

41 cm

50 cm 

50 cm

41 cm

120 cm 70 cm 

90 cm

40 cm

70 cm

40 cm

169 cm 

69 cm

59 cm

Table basse ovale exeter

Face view

Top view

Front view

Table basse ovale exeter

Face view

Top view

Front view

74 cm 

74 cm

36 cm

EXETER-Méridienne EXETER-Module table basse

Coffee table 150
1033,33 € 

Tabletop thickness: 2 cm 
Weight: 17,5 kg

Coffee table 80
716,66 € 

Tabletop thickness: 2 cm 
Weight: 10,5 kg

Duxford > p.44

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled

Chelsea > p.40

• Coffee table with leg assembly 
in aluminium and tabletop in solid teak. 

• Delivered assembled.

Coffee table 
140 cm
1075,00 € 

Tabletop 
thickness: 32 mm
Weight: 25 kg

Coffee table
100 cm
700,00 € 

Tabletop 
thickness: 32 mm 
Weight: 18 kg

Coffee table 
50 cm
375,00 € 

Tabletop 
thickness: 32 mm
Weight: 9 kg

Exeter > p.116

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled

Exeter > p.114

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled

Square coffee 
table 
650,00 € 

Tabletop 
thickness: 45 mm 
Weight: 15 kg

Rectangular 
coffee table
1058,33 € 

Tabletop 
thickness: 45 mm
Weight: 29 kg

Coffee table
unit
433,33 € 

Weight: 10 kg

C
offee tables

Coffee table 
ovale
1375,00 € 

Tabletop thickness: 25 mm
Weight: 29 kg

Southampton p.104

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled
• Set of 3 tables

Nesting tables
(set de 3)
533,33 € 

Width:  56/47/38 cm
Overall depth:  49/41/34 cm
Height: 47/45/43 cm
Tabletop thickness: 20 mm
Weight: 3/2/2 kg

New!

New!
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56 cm 56 cm

100 cm 56 cm 

110 cm 

110 cm

35 cm

116 cm 

63 cm

48 cm

75 cm 

75 cm

48 cm

59 cm 

59 cm

59 cm

BATTEN Table basse rectangulaire 56 x 100

BATTEN Table basse carrée 56 x 56

BATTEN Table de repas rectangulaire 100 x 240

BATTEN Table de repas carrée 100 x 100

BATTEN Table basse rectangulaire 56 x 100

BATTEN Table basse carrée 56 x 56

BATTEN Table de repas rectangulaire 100 x 240

BATTEN Table de repas carrée 100 x 100

60 cm 

60 cm

48 cm

105 cm 

65 cm

45 cm

57 cm 

57 cm

57 cm

35 cm 45 cm

Shanghai > p.134

• In rattan-like round fibre woven resin 
(100% polyethylene) Aluminium structure

• Delivered fully assembled

Square coffee table 
741,66 € 

Weight: 12 kg Side table
450,00 € 

Weight: 7 kg

1800 > p.28

• In powder-coated aluminium
• Delivered fully assembled

Rectangular 
coffee table
800 € 

Tabletop 
thickness: 20 mm
Weight: 10 kg

Square 
coffee table 
633,33 € 

Tabletop 
thickness: 20 mm 
Weight: 7 kg

Rectangular 
coffee table
908,33 € 

Weight: 15 kg Square 
coffee table
541,66 € 

Weight: 11 kgBatten > p.128

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled

Available in two colours

       Matt black 
        Blue-grey

C
of

fe
e 

ta
bl

es

Round coffee 
table
516,66 € 

Tabletop thickness: 20 mm
Weight: 5 kg

Coffee table
rectangulaire 
641,66 € 

Tabletop
 thickness: 35 mm 
Weight: 10 kg

Colonial > p.140

• In rattan-like fibre woven resin (100% polyethylene)
Aluminium structure

• Delivered fully assembled

Side table
383,33 € 

Tabletop 
thickness: 35 mm
Weight: 7 kg

New resin!
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140 cm 90 cm 

120 cm 60 cm 

80 cm 

40 cm

82 cm

56 cm

77 cm

43 cm

89 cm

60 cm

66 cm

40 cm

82 cm

40 cm

50 cm

50 cm 

60 cm 

50 cm

46 cm

Console 140 cm
883,33 € 

Weight: 16 kg Console 90 cm
675,00 € 

Weight: 15 kgLeeds > p.46

• In solid teak
• Delivered unassembled 

Jeeves > p.46

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled

Drinks trolley
933,33 € 

Weight: 22 kg

Console
783,33 € 

Weight: 12 kg

1800 > p.34

• In powder-coated aluminium 
• Delivered fully assembled

Gueridon table
533,33 € 

Tabletop 
thickness: 20 mm
Weight: 6 kg

Available in two colours

       Matt black 
        Blue-grey

Side tablesFolding low table
350,00 € 

Tabletop thickness: 15 mm
Folded: 68 x 55 x 22 cm
Weight: 10 kg

Adirondack > p.66

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled

Clubhouse > p.126

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled

Coffee table
350,00 € 

Weight: 8 kg
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86 cm

90 cm

88 cm
106 cm

49 cm

70 cm

114 cm

44 cm

41 cm 47 cm

55 cm

87 cm

44 cm 

44 cm 

42 cm 

56 cm 55 cm 

55 cm 

58 cm 16 cm 

41 cm 47 cm

16 cm 

53 cm 

88 cm

55 cm 58 cm 

44 cm 39 cm 

3.5 cm

34 cm

3.5 cm

35 cm

BARTON Chaise pliée

BARTON Fauteuil plié

FATBAK Table d’appoint FATBAK Chaise longue avec dossier FATBAK Repose-pieds

BARTON Chaise pliée

BARTON Fauteuil plié

FATBAK Table d’appoint FATBAK Chaise longue avec dossier FATBAK Repose-pieds

Chair
458,33 € 

Armchair
541,66 € 

Backrest cushion 
75,00 €

Backrest cushion 
75,00 €

Available in two colours

       Matt black 
        Blue-grey

Bampton > p.54

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled
• Optional seat cushion

Barton > p.52

• In solid teak
• Delivered assembled
• Optional seat cushion

Barton 
• In solid teak
• Delivered assembled

Chair
375,00 € 

Seat Height: 43 cm
Weight: 8 kg

Folding chair 
325,00 € 

Low stool   
150,00 € 

Seat Height: 44 cm
Folded: 106 x 44 x 16 cm
Weight: 6 kg

Seat diam.:  30 cm
Weight: 2 kg

Folding  
armchair
358,33 € 

High stool
208,33 € 

Seat Height: 44 cm
Folded: 114 x 55 x 16 cm 
Weight: 8 kg

Seat diam.:  30 cm
Weight: 3 kg

Seat Height: 43 cm
Weight: 4 kg

Seat Height: 43 cm
Weight: 7 kg

1800 > p.30

• In powder-coated aluminium
• Delivered fully assembled
• Seat Cushion included in white Sunbrella

(100% acrylic)
• Optional backrest cushion

Backrest cushion
• Cushion cover in white Sunbrella(100% acrylic)
• Filling 100% polyester fibre

C
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87 cm

45 cm 

87 cm

54 cm 55 cm 55 cm 

39 cm 47 cm 44 cm 

5 cm

40 cm

5 cm

40 cm

58 cm 

90 cm

64 cm 

82 cm

59 cm 53 cm 

64 cm 

79 cm

55 cm 

49 cm

36 cm

55 cm 

Exeter > p.118

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled
• Optional seat cushion

Stackable chair 
366,66 € 

Seat Height: 44 cm
Weight: 7 kg

Stackable armchair 
450,00 € 

Seat Height: 44 cm
Weight: 9 kg

Eden Taupe Batyline Eden Taupe Batyline 
100,00 € 158,33 € 

Cushions for 
Bampton, Barton, Exeter

• Cushion cover in Sunbrella (100% acrylic) 
or Batyline fabric (90% Vinyl and 10% polyester)

• Quick Dry Foam filling 
(100% polyurethane foam 30kg/m3).

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

75,00 € 108,33 € 

Seat cushion and backrestSeat cushion

C
hairs and arm

chairs

Glenwood > p.80

• In solid teak ou In Imperial teak
• Delivered fully assembled
• Optional seat cushion

Armchair
In teak  
841,66 € 
In Imperial teak  
1175,00 €

Seat depth: 47 cm
Seat Height: 41 cm
Weight: 18 kg

Cicala > p.130

• In solid teak
• Structure stainless steel painted black
• Delivered fully assembled

Armchair
450,00 € 

Seat Height: 46 cm
Weight: 7 kg

Exeter > p.112

• In solid teak
• Includes seat cushion in Sand Sunbrella (100% acrylic)
• Delivered assembled

Bridge 
armchair
991,66 € 

Seat depth: 44 cm
Seat Height: 42 cm 
Weight: 9 kg

Tabouret
141,66 € 

Seat diam.:  28 cm
Weight: 2 kg
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77 cm

60 cm 53 cm 

BATTEN Fauteuil Face BATTEN Fauteuil Bas Face BATTEN Fauteuil Bas Pro�lBATTEN Fauteuil Pro�lBATTEN Fauteuil Face BATTEN Fauteuil Bas Face BATTEN Fauteuil Bas Pro�lBATTEN Fauteuil Pro�l

80 cm

51 cm 47 cm 

80 cm

80 cm

62 cm 

61 cm 

48 cm 

48 cm 

56 cm 16 cm 

85 cm

56 cm 

56 cm

85 cm

45 cm 

3 cm

25 cm

45 cm 

3 cm

37 cm

93 cm

55,5 cm 60 cm 

Armchair
Front view

Armchair

Front view
Side view

Batten > p.128

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled

Armchair
550,00 € 

Seat Height: 45 cm
Weight: 8 kg

Clubhouse > p.124

• In solid teak or in powder-coated aluminium Black Grey
• Delivered assembled
•Optional cushion

Chair in teak
366,66 € 

Seat Height: 46 cm
Seat depth: 37,5 cm
Weight: 7 kg

Armchair in teak
408,33 € 

Stackable armchair 
in aluminium
308,33 € 

Seat Height: 46 cm
Seat depth: 37,5 cm
Weight: 8 kg

Seat Height: 48 cm
Seat depth: 36,5 cm
Weight: 6 kg

Southampton > p.108

• In solid teak, Batyline fabric 
(90% vinyle et 10% polyester)

• Delivered fully assembled

Folding Armchair
625,00 € 

Seat Height: 46 cm
Folded: 85 x 56 x 16 cm
Weight: 9 kg

Available in two colours fabric

        Eden Taupe Batyline 
        Duo Ecru Batyline

C
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• Cushion cover in Sunbrella Grey Mattress
(100% acrylic) or Sunbrella Charcoal Natté
• Sold by set of 2 cushions

Backrest cushion / Seat cushion   

        Grey Sunbrella Natté
108,33 € 

        Sunbrella Charcoal Natté
108,33 € 

Bamboo > p.38

• Armchair in matt black aluminium. 
• Delivered assembled.

Armchair 
575,00 € 

Cushion

Seat depth: 35 cm
Seat Height: 45 cm
50 cm with cushion
Weight: 6,4 kg

55 x 51 cm  
thickness 5cm

New!

Cushion included available in

        Green
        White with black passpoil
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54 cm 56 cm 

83 cm

85 cm

59 cm 65 cm 

41 cm

200 cm 

47 cm

53 cm

53 cm

180 cm 

120 cm 

53 cm

150 cm 

43 cm

43 cm 

42 cm

41 cm

C
hairs and arm

chairs

Backrest cushion / Seat cushion

Shanghai > p.136

•In rattan-like round fibre woven resin (100% 
polyethylene)
• Aluminium structure
• Delivered fully assembled

Stackable chair
266,66 € 

Seat Height: 47 cm
Weight: 4 kg

New resin!

Colonial > p.143

• In rattan-like fibre woven resin (100% polyethylene)
• Aluminium structure
• Delivered fully assembled
• Seat cushion included in Sand Sunbrella
(100% acrylic)

Armchair 
studio
575,00 € 

Seat Height: 49 cm
Weight: 7 kg

Argos > p.68

• In Imperial teak
• Delivered fully assembled

Wilson > p.54

• In solid teak
• Delivered assembled

Bench
In Imperial teak
1208,33 €  

Seat depth: 35 cm
Weight: 26 kg

Bench 180 cm
775,00 € 

Height : 42 cm
Seat depth: 45 cm
Weight: 22 kg

Bench 120 cm
575,00 € 

Height : 42 cm
Seat depth: 45 cm
Weight: 14 kg

Bench 150 cm
683,33 € 

Height : 42 cm
Seat depth: 45 cm
Weight: 16 kg

Stool
275,00 € 

Height : 41 cm
Weight: 7 kg
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110 cm

210 cm 

48 cm

100 cm

18 cm 

210 cm

220 cm 

203 cm 

40 cm

202 cm

75 cm

173 cm

Day Bed 
Side view

Sun lounger
1541,67 € 

Mattress

Sun lounger
6325,00 € 

Mattress

Weight: 14 kg

193 x65 x 10 cm

Weight: 60 kg

2 mattresses  
83 x 118 x 9 cm

1800 > p.32

• In powder-coated aluminium
• Delivered fully assembled
• Mattress included in white Sunbrella (100% acrylic)
• Option: Protective cover:  175,00 €

1800 > p.24

• In powder-coated aluminium
• Mattress in white Sunbrella included
• Delivered unassembled

Available in two colours

       Matt black 
        Blue-grey

Available in two colours

       Matt black 
        Blue-grey

Copacabana > p.97 

• In solid teak and  Batyline fabric 
(90% vinyl, 10% polyester)

• Headrest included
• Delivered fully assembled

Foldup bed
1566,66 € 

Weight: 26 kg

Available in two colours

        Duo Ecru Batyline
        Eden Taupe Batyline

New!

St
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200 cm 

31 cm

64 cm

40 cm 

23 cm

200 cm 

31 cm

74 cm

67 cm 67 cm 129 cm 129 cm 

8.5 cm

56 cm

8.5 cm

67 cm

105 cm 

78 cm

70 cm

15 cm 

70 cm

105 cm
Nouvelle chilienne Copacabana

9 cm 50 cm 

39 cm
62 cm

50 cm 50 cm

53 cm 

53 cm 

Camarat > p.62

• In solid teak (wheels and legs remain to be assembled). 
• Option: Mattress
• Option: Protective cover:  175,00 €

Sun lounger
1100,00 € 

Weight: 21 kg Sun lounger XL
1241,66 € 

Weight: 23 kg

• Cushion cover in Sunbrella (100% acrylic) 
or Batyline fabric (90% Vinyl and 10% polyester)
Filling Quick Dry Foam (100% polyurethane foam 
30kg/m3).

Mattress Mattress XL

• In solid teak
• Delivered assembled
• À positionner sur la Sun lounger

Side tray
58,33 € 

Armrest
(x2)
141,66 € 

Length: 70 cm
Width:  85 mm
Thickness: 30 mm

Eden Taupe Batyline 
Duo Ecru Batyline

Eden Taupe Batyline 
Duo Ecru Batyline

408,33 €  466,67 €  

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

316,67 € 325,00 €  

Steam
ers and sun loungers

Available in 4 fabric colours

        Navy blue Sunbrella 
        Sand Sunbrella 
        Red Sunbrella 
        Eden Taupe Batyline 

Copacabana > p.94 

• In solid teak and  Batyline fabric 
(90% vinyl, 10% polyester) or Sunbrella fabric
(100% acrylic)

• Headrest included
• Delivered fully assembled

Deckchair  
with headrest 
575,00 € 

Headrest: 90 x 30 cm 
Weight: 9 kg

Footrest 
266,66 € 

Weight: 4 kg

• In solid teak
• Tray placed on top of the footrestt

Teak tray
141,66 € 

Weight: 3 kg
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170 cm 29 cm 

30 cm

127 cm

62 cm 62 cm

187 cm 

3 cm

46 cm

200 cm 

108 cm 55 cm 

85 cm 35,5 cm

72 cm

34 cm

68 cm 68 cm

Normandie > p.64

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled
• Optional mattress

• Cover for Mattress in Sunbrella fabric 
(100% acrylic) or in Batyline fabric 
(90% vinyle et 10% Polyester)

• Quick Dry Foam filling (100% polyurethane 
foam 30kg/m3).

Eden Taupe Batyline
366,66 € 

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella

275,00 € 

Transat
1108,33 € 

Weight: 20 kg 

Mattress

Available in two colours

        Duo Ecru Batyline
        Eden Taupe Batyline

Available in two colours

        Duo Ecru Batyline
        Eden Taupe Batyline

Stackable sun lounger
1575,00 € 

Weight: 22 kg
Seat height: 34 cmSouthampton > p.102

• In solid teak with Batyline fabric 
(90% Vinyle et 10% polyester)

• Delivered fully assembled
• Option: Protective cover:  175,00 €

Southampton > p.100

• In solid teak with Batyline fabric 
(90% Vinyle et 10% polyester)

• Delivered fully assembled
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Footrest 
433,33 € 

Transat
1058,33 € 

Seat height: 35,5 cm
Weight: 6,5 kg

Seat height: 26 cm
Weight: 12 kg
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203 cm 

73 cm
25 cm

83 cm 140 cm 

86 cm

78 cm 117 cm 

10 cm

65 cm

48 cm 88 cm 

84 cm

17 cm 

48 cm

121 cm

Shanghai > p.138

• Sun lounger in woven resin (100% polyethylene)
• Aluminium structure
• Delivered fully assembled.
• Mattress included (sand Sunbrella)
• Cushion cover in Sunbrella (100% acrylic) or

Batyline fabric (90% Vinyl and 10% polyester)
• Quick Dry Foam filling (100% polyurethane foam 30kg/m3).
• Option: Protective cover:  175,00 €

Adirondack > p.66

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled

Armchair avec Footrest
1158,33 € 

Seat Height: 36 cm
Weight: 25 kg

Sun lounger
1650,00 € 

Weight: 19 kg Mattress

Exeter > p.120

• In solid teak
• Delivered fully assembled

Chair pliante basse 
516,66 € 

Weight: 10 kg

New resin!

Steam
ers and sun loungers
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Roma > p.146

• Parasol with central mast in varnished 
Douglas pine wood

• Delivered assembled
• Ecru cotton canvas (70% cotton, 30% acrylic). 
• Colour Sunbrella canvas (100% acrylic) 

to order only: price +15% (plain colour)
• Delivered with storage sack 

Round parasol 
Ø 5 m
2158,33 € 

Height : 305 cm
Mast diameter: 65 mm
Weight: 35 kg
Recommended base: 45 kg

Round parasol 
Ø 4.60 m 
1908,33 €

Height : 290 cm
Mast diameter: 65 mm
Weight: 34 kg
Recommended base: 45 kg

Round parasol 
Ø 4 m
1658,33 €

Height : 280 cm
Mast diameter: 65 mm
Weight: 25 kg
Recommended base: 45 kg

Round parasol 
Ø 3.5 m
1516,66 €

Height : 270 cm
Mast diameter: 60 mm
Weight: 20 kg
Recommended base: 35 kg

Square parasol 
4 x 4 m
1908,33 € 

Height : 310 cm
Mast diameter: 65 mm
Weight: 30 kg
Recommended base: 45 kg

Square parasol 
3.5 x 3.5 m
1658,33 € 

Height : 285 cm
Mast diameter: 65 mm
Weight: 25 kg
Recommended base: 45 kg

Parasol carré
2.5 x 2.5 m
1366,66 €

Height : 265 cm
Mast diameter: 60 mm
Weight: 17 kg
Recommended base: 35 kg

Rectangular 
parasol  
4 x 3 m
1658,33 € 

Height : 285 cm
Mast diameter: 65 mm
Weight: 25 kg
Recommended base: 45 kg

Rectangular 
parasol  
3.5 x 2.5 m
1516,66 € 

Height : 275 cm
Mast diameter: 60 cm
Weight: 20 kg
Recommended base: 35 kg

Rectangular 
parasol  
3 x 2.2 m
1366,66 € 

Height : 265 cm
Mast diameter: 60 mm
Weight: 17 kg
Recommended base: 35 kg

Square parasol 
3 x 3 m
1516,66 € 

Height : 275 cm
Mast diameter: 60 mm
Weight: 20 kg
Recommended base: 35 kg

Round parasol 
Ø 3 m
1366,66 €

Height : 260 cm
Mast diameter: 60 mm
Weight: 17 kg
Recommended base: 35 kg

These parasols are often combined with our tables.
Castors on the parasol bases allow you to change the parasol’s position 
according to the sun’s position. If you prefer to place the parasols through 
the central aperture of one of our tables, the following combinations are 
possible (except Gateleg table — see below):

• Roma Parasol: 2.5 x 2.5 m, Ø 3 m and Ø 3.5 m
• Sunbird Parasol: 2 x 2 m and Ø 3 m.

The Gateleg table can be combined with the Sunbird parasol 2 x 2 m 
or the Florida parasol Ø 2.6 m.

Pa
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Sunbird > p.150

• Parasol with central aluminium mast and ecru 
acrylic canvas (100% acrylic)

• Delivered fully assembled. 
• Parasol base sold separately. 

Round parasol 
Ø 3 m
1150,00 € 

Height : 260 cm
Mast diameter: 60 mm
Weight: 18 kg
Recommended base: 35 kg

Square parasol 
3 x 3 m
1266,66 € 

Height : 280 cm
Mast diameter: 60 mm
Weight: 18 kg
Recommended base: 35 kg

Square parasol  
2 x 2 m 
625,00€ 

Height : 260 cm
Mast diameter: 40 mm
Weight: 17 kg
Recommended base: 17 kg

Steel base 
35 kg
408,33 € 

Length: 60 cm
Width: 60 cm
Diam. int. tube: 63 mm
Weight: 35 kg

Steel base 
45 kg
558,33 € 

Length: 75 cm
Width: 75 cm
Diam. int. tube: 68 mm
Weight: 45 kg

Steel parasol bases for
Roma et Sunbird > p.149

• Stainless steel parasol bases (powder-coated epoxy paint)
• Delivered partially assembled (tube to be assembled)

Steel base
45 kg
475,00 €

Length: 55 cm
Width: 55 cm
Weight: 45 kgFlorida > p. 151

• Parasol with aluminium central mast 
and 100% textilene canvas

• Delivered fully assembled

Round parasol 
Ø 2.60 m
1325,00 €

Height : 265 cm
Mast diameter: 38 mm
Weight: 18 kg

Base w. castors
45 kg
766,66 € 

Length: 75 cm
Width: 75 cm
Diam. int. tube: 68 mm
Weight: 45 kg

Parasols

Steel base 17 kg
275,00 €

Diameter:  51 cm
Diam. int. tube: 42 mm
Weight: 17 kg

Steel base recommended for Sunbird parasol 2 x 2 m

Base w. castors
35 kg
625,00 € 

Length: 60 cm
Width: 60 cm
Diam. int. tube: 63 mm
Weight: 35 kg
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245 cm

300 cm

320 cm

320 cm

Butterfly > p.156

• Tent with varnished eucalyptus or aluminium mast
• Canvas 100% acrylic, Ecru colour
• Delivered with storage sack (100% acrylic) 
• Delivered unassembled. 
• Option: Awning to attach to the width of the tent (100% acrylic)

Tent varnished wood 
4491,66 €

Tent stainless steel
4725,00 €

Length: 460 cm
Haut. sous traverse : 200 cm
Weight: 38 kg

Base (x2)

Awning to attach to 
the width of the tent
325,00 €

Length: 110 cm
Width: 45 cm
Weight: 55 kg

Flamingo > p.154

• Square cantilever parasol, aluminium mast
100% polyester canvas (ecru colour)

• Delivered with storage sack (100% polyester) and steel base 
made of 2 weights

• Delivered unassembled

Cantilever 
square parasol
4883,33 €

Base Length: 76 cm
Width: 76 cm
Weight: 130 kg

Colibri > p.152

• Aluminium and varnished eucalyptus peripheral mast
• Parasol canvas 100% acrylic 
• Delivered with storage sack (100% acrylic) and stainless steel 

base composed of 3 weights and a teak duckboard card
• Delivered unassembled

Floating round parasol
3575,00 €

Base

Diameter:  4 m
Height under parasol: 210 cm
Weight: 70 kg

Length: 82 cm
Width: 82 cm
Weight: 175 kg

Dimensions: 3 x 3 m
Height under parasol:  210 cm
Weight: 47 kg

Pa
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100 cm

échelle 1/20

100 cm

échelle 1/20

100 cm

échelle 1/20 Posts

Structure : 8 x 8 cm
Weight: 8 kg
891,66 €

Options :
• Teak duckboard 80 x 80 cm: 316,66 €
• Protective cover: 129,16 €
• Inline mixing valve:108,33 €

Structure : 10 x 5 cm
Weight: 8kg

Riva without thermostatic mixer
891,66 €

Riva with thermostatic mixer
1208,33 €

Options :
• Teak duckboard 80 x 80 cm: 316,66 €
• Protective cover: 129,16 €
• Inline mixing valve for Riva 

without mixer: 108,33 €

Structure : 17 x 11 cm
Weight: 8 kg

California without mixer
1075,00 €

California with mixer
1391,66 €

Options :
• Teak duckboard 75 x 80 cm: 266,66 €
• Protective cover: 158,33 €
• Inline mixing valve: 108,33 €
(only for California without thermostatic mixer)

Installation:
• For stone or concrete floors: our showers and posts are delivered with 4 dowel anchoring pins 
• For wooden floors: 4 dowel anchoring pins sent to you on request
• Please note that the Niagara and Delta showers are free-standing

Water supply:
• enters via the rear or the underside of shower model bases
• is from a garden hose or a fixed plumbing installation

Please refer to the description of each model for specific information on water supply type  
(hose or plumbing) and the position of the inlet connections.

Graphite > p.164

• Galvanized steel

Composition:
• Handheld showerhead 
• Cold-water foot shower

Characteristics:
• Water supply via the rear by connecting a garden hose

Riva > p.164

• Stainless steel

Composition:
• Handheld showerhead 
• Cold-water foot shower

Characteristics:
• Water supply: either via the rear from a garden hose 

(model without thermostatic mixer only)  or via the 
underside from a fixed plumbing installation 

California > p.165

• In teak

Composition:
• Cold-water foot shower
• Handheld showerhead 

Characteristics:
• Water supply: can be connected either at the rear of the base 

(can be connected to a garden hose) or from below to fixed 
plumbing 
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215 cm

échelle 1/20

225 cm

échelle 1/20

220 cm

échelle 1/20

échelle 1/20

207 cm

Structure : 20 x 8 cm
Teak duckboard : 75 x 85 cm 
Weight: 39 kg

With thermostatic mixer, with square showerhead 20 cm 2450,00 €
Without thermostatic mixer, with square showerhead 2116,66 €

With thermostatic mixer, with square showerhead  25 cm 2525,00 €
Without thermostatic mixer, with square showerhead 25 cm 2191,66 €

Options :
• Protective cover: 241,66 €
• Régulateur d'eau chaude : 108,33 €

Structure : 20 x 4 cm 
Teak duckboard Diam. : 90 cm 
Weight: 45 kg
2041,66 €

Option :
• Inline mixing valve: 108,33 €

Structure : 10 x 5 cm
Weight: 20 kg

With square showerhead 
20 cm : 1933,33 €

With square showerhead
25 cm : 2008,33 €

Options :
• Teak duckboard 80 x 80 cm : 316,66 €
• Protective cover: 216,66 €

Sh
ow

er
s

Structure : 8 x 8 cm
Weight: 13 kg
950,00 €

Options :
• Handheld showerhead:133,33 €
• Protective cover: 216,67 €
• Inline mixing valve:108,33 €
• Teak duckboard 80 x 80 cm: 316,66 €

Niagara > p.162

• In solid teak and stainless steel

Composition:
• Round showerhead Ø 17,5 cm
• Round teak duckboard Ø 90 cm

Characteristics:
• Water supply: via the rear from a garden hose

Squadra > p.162

• Stainless steel

Composition:
• Square showerhead 20 cm or 25 cm
• mixer valve for adjusting the temperature of the overhead 

shower and a cold water tap for a foot shower
• Cold-water foot shower

Characteristics:
• Water supply: either via the rear or via the underside from a fixed 

plumbing installation 

Quartz > p.161

• Galvanized steel

Composition:
• Adjustable showerhead ∅ 68 mm

Characteristics:
• Water supply: via the rear or underside 

Tropic > p.163

• Teak and chrome-plated brass

Composition:
• 1/4 turn tap and a mixer valve
• Handheld showerhead
• Teak duckboard  75 x 85 cm

Characteristics:
• Proposed in two versions with or without mixing valve
• Water supply: can be connected either at the rear of the base 

(the shower without mixing valve can be connected to a garden 
hose) or from below to fixed plumbing 
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207 cm

échelle 1/20

220 cm

235 cm

90 cm

échelle 1/20

Show
ers

Teak duckboard : 90 x 90 cm
Weight: 37 kg 
1858,33 €

Option :
• Inline mixing valve: 108,33 €

Structure : 17 x 13 cm
Weight: 29 kg
2116,66 €

Options :
• Teak duckboard 75 x 80 cm: 266,66 €
• Protective cover: 216,66  €

Structure : 8 x 8 cm
Weight: 17 kg

With square showerhead 
20 cm : 1608,33€

With square showerhead 
25 cm : 1683,33 €

Options :
• Handheld showerhead:133,33 €
• Teak duckboard 80 x 80 cm : 316,66 €
• Protective cover: 216,66 €

Delta > p.158

• In solid teak and stainless steel 

Composition:
• Round showerhead Ø 17,5 cm 
• Teak duckboard 90 x 90 cm

Characteristics:
• The shower connects, at its rear, to an ordinary garden hose

Eclipse solaire > p.160

• In solid teak

Composition:
• At the rear of the shower is a reservoir in matt black powder 

coated stainless steel that absorbs the heat of the sun's radiation
• A thermostatic tap on the reservoir supplies mixed hot/cold 

water directly to the shower (the temperature control is out of 
reach of children) 

• Adjustable showerhead Ø 68 mm

Characteristics:
• The rear of the shower must face the south
• Water supply: near the bottom of the front side of the structure 
• Reservoir capacity: 17L of warm water and  42L of mixed water

Marina > p.160

Structure in powder-coated aluminium: 
• Square showerhead 20 cm or 25 cm
• Thermostatic tap
• Robinet rince-pieds ¼ de tour, eau froide

Characteristics:
• Water supply: via the rear or underside 
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échelle 1/10

échelle 1/2

échelle 1/10
échelle 1/10

échelle 1/10
échelle 1/10échelle 1/10

Shower hose length: 1.5 m
133,33 €

108,33 €

Handheld showerhead
• The handheld showerhead is operated via the handle 

(similarly to a gardening spray gun). 
•The kit contains a shower hose and a showerhead 

Duckboard

Square showerhead

Round showerhead

Care advice
Care and  winter storage:  see p.205 for advice and for protective covers

Inline mixing valve

• The inline mixing valve functions as a mixing valve for 
mixing water from a hot-water pipe and from a cold-
water pipe into one pipe to a temperature set by the 
user via the temperature control knob.

• It can be installed for all shower models without a 
built-in valve (thermostatic mixer showers). It must be 
installed upstream of the hot/cold water supplies.

Teak duckboard 80 x 80 cm
316,66 €

Suitable for shower models:  
Quartz, Marina, Squadra, Borne 
Graphite, Borne Riva

Teak duckboard 75 x 80 cm
266,66 €    

Suitable for shower models: 
Éclipse solaire and California post

Square showerhead
20 x 20 cm
141,67 €

Square showerhead
25 x 25 cm 
216,67 €

Round showerhead
Ø 15 cm
50,00 €

Round showerhead
Ø 30 cm
291,67 €

Round showerhead
Ø 20 cm
141,67 €

Sh
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Cold water Warm water

Temperature control 
button

Mixed water
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132 cm 

173 cm 

74 cm

92 cm

65 cm

75 cm

180 cm 

90 cm

90 cm

60 cm 

63 cm 

60 cm

63 cm

67 cm

65 cm

52 cm 

52 cm

59 cm

Aladin > p.70

• In solid teak with pedestal, screws in type 
304 stainless steel

• Delivered fully assembled

1800 > p.37

• In powder-coated aluminium with pedestal, screws in type 304 stainless steel
• Delivered fully assembled

Rectangular chest
3225,00 € 

Dim. int. : 57 x 114 x 49 cm
Weight: 53 kg

Chest
2375,00 € 

Dim. int. : 75 x 164 x 73 cm
Weight: 53 kg

Available in two colours

       Matt black 
        Blue-grey

Shanghai > p.138

• Chest in woven resin (100% polyethylene) 
with pedestal Structure in aluminium

• Delivered unassembled

Chest
1825,00 € 

Dim. int. : 76 x 156 x 58 cm
Weight: 33 kg

Versailles > p.71

• In solid teak
• Delivered assembled with a plastic internal bag 

for plantation

1800 > p.37

• In powder-coated aluminium 
• Delivered fully assembled with internal

Planter 60 cm 
933,33 € 

Planter         
841,66 € 

Int.: 52 x 52 cm
Height. int.:  50 cm
Contenance : 140 L
Weight: 24 kg

Int.: 53 x 53 cm
Height. int.: 50 cm
Contenance: 125 L
Weight: 15 kg

Planter 52 cm 
741,66 € 

Int.: 44 x 44 cm
Height. int.: 44 cm
Contenance : 85 L 
Weight: 19 kg

Accessories for chests and planters

Available in two colours

       Matt black 
        Blue-grey

New resin!
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82 cm 75 cm 55 cm 

78 cm 68 cm
50 cm

60 cm 

61 cm 

160 cm

205 cm

43 cm 

43 cm 

220 cm

40 cm 

Vase 
Colonna 70 cm 
1325,00 € 

Vase 
Cantina 75 cm 
991,66 € 

Vase 
Cantina 55 cm 
350,00 € 

Int. height: 80 cm
Weight: 65 kg

Int.: 68 cm
Int. height: 48 cm
Weight: 35 kg

Int.:55 cm
Int. height: 50 cm
Weight: 30 kg

Terracotta 
pots > p.72

• Delivered fully assembled
• Delivered with four feet in terracotta.

Cliff > p.133

• Screen (per panel) in solid natural teak and Ecru Batyline Duo 
fabric (90% Vinyl and 10% Polyester), screws in type 304 stainless 
steel

• Delivered fully assembled Screen (per panel)
Example: 5 panels assembled

Biblos > p.132

• Bookcase in teak with acrylic varnish, 
pivoting and mobile (rubber castors)

• Do not use outdoors
• Delivered fully assembled

Colombier > p.73

• Stand in solid natural teak and galvanised steel, zinc hat
• Delivered unassembled with base incl.

Screen
(per panel)
408,33 € 

Weight: 5 kg

Dovecote
1158,33 € 

Weight: 15 kg Width: 40 cm
Weight: 11 kg
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Bookcase 
2166,66 € 

Weight: 74 kg

Base
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300 cm 

200 cm

150 cm 

180 cm 

100 cm

100 cm

200 cm 

100 cm

Casa Lopez Carpet
• 100% propylen, handmade
• UV resistant

Wood sealant
• This product reinforces the colour of wood and prevents 

the formation of the silver-grey patina.
• After treatment, the waterproof surface can withstand 

the elements for 2 years
• Not to be used simultaneously with protective covers

Wood sealant 1 L
20,83 €  

Net-Trol 
• Cleaning product that eliminates the grey patina 

and helps to restore the original colour

Net-Trol, 1 L
16,66 € 

Batyline clean 
• Cleaning and stain-removing product for Batyline 

canvas only

Spray Batyline clean 500 ML
25,00 € 

Outdoor carpet 
2400,00 € 

Available in

        Blue
        Coral-colored
        Green

Bath towels sand 150 cm 
79,16 €    

Bath towels blue 180 cm 
183,33 €    

Bath Towels
• 100 % cotton, available in sand or blue

Bath towels sand 200 cm 
133,33 €    

O
ther accessories

Protective covers for furniture
• Each protective cover is adapted to the particular shape of the furniture
• Protective cover 100% polyester

Protective covers for showers and posts
• Each protective cover is adapted to the particular shape of the shower or post
• Protective cover 100 % polyester
• Made of matt white fabric coated 1 side and lined with a gray strip
• Excellent resistance to weather, UV and recyclable

Produits d'entretien
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47 cm 

14 cm 

40 cm

169 cm 

6 cm

46 cm

137 cm 

6 cm

46 cm

109 cm 

6 cm

46 cm

39 cm 47 cm 44 cm 

5 cm

40 cm

5 cm

40 cm

67 cm 67 cm 129 cm 129 cm 

8.5 cm

56 cm

8.5 cm

67 cm

187 cm 

3 cm

46 cm
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Bench cushion 180 cm    Bench cushion 150 cm Bench cushion 120 cm    

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

175,00 € 158,33 € 

 

141,66 € 

Eden Taupe Batyline 
233,33 € 

Eden Taupe Batyline 
208,33 € 

Eden Taupe Batyline 
266,66 € 

Eden Taupe Batyline 
158,33 € 

75,00 € 

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

108,33 € 

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

316,67 €  

Eden Taupe Batyline 
Duo Ecru Batyline

408,33 €  

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

325,00 €  

Eden Taupe Batyline 
Duo Ecru Batyline

466,66 €  

Eden Taupe Batyline

366,66 € 
Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella

275,00 € 

Mattress

Mattress Mattress XL

Eden Taupe Batyline 
100,00 € 

Seat cushion and backrest Seat cushion

Celestial Blue cane pattern
Red Coral cane pattern
Green Thyme cane pattern

Ecru Sunbrella
Sand Sunbrella 
Red Sunbrella 

83,33€ 66,66 € 

Seat cushions for
Exbury, Glenwood
and London benches
• Cushion cover in Sunbrella (100% acrylic)  

or Batyline fabric (90% Vinyl and 10% polyester). 
Filling Quick Dry Foam (100% polyurethane foam 
30kg/m3).

Cushions for  chairs  
and armchairs
Bampton, Barton, Exeter

• Cushion cover in Sunbrella (100% acrylic) 
or Batyline fabric (90% Vinyl and 10% polyester)

• Quick Dry Foam filling (100% polyurethane foam 30kg/m3).

Mattress for sun lounger
Camarat 
• Cushion cover in Sunbrella (100% acrylic) 
or Batyline fabric (90% Vinyl and 10% polyester)
Filling Quick Dry Foam (100% polyurethane foam 30kg/m3).

Cushions
• Casa Lopez & Carolina Irving outdoor fabric with cane pattern 
• Cushion cover: 62% acrylic, 38% polyester 
• Filling: 100% polyester fibre 

Mattress for steamer
Normandie

• Cover for Mattress in Sunbrella fabric 
(100% acrylic) or in Batyline fabric 
(90% vinyle et 10% Polyester)

• Quick Dry Foam filling (100% polyurethane 
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Precedence
Our sales are subject to the present terms and conditions 
which take precedence over all purchasing terms, unless 
expressly stipulated otherwise by ourselves.

Reserve of property clause
Goods sold remain the property of Tectona S.A. until 
payment of the amount invoiced has been received in full. 
However risks are transferred once the goods leave the 
seller’s stores and warehouses. In this case should payment 
not be made within the date agreed by both parties, the 
seller reserves the right to recuperate goods delivered, and 
if deemed necessary, to cancel the contract.

Price
All taxes, duties, rights or other services requiring payment 
of whatever nature relating to the agreed sale and in 
application of French laws, standards and regulations or 
those applicable in the purchaser’s country of importation 
or in the country(ies) of transit, are to be borne by the 
purchaser.

Cancellation of orders
No partial or full cancellation of any order passed in one of 
our sales outlets will be accepted without written 
agreement on our part.

Delivery lead times. Order processing
Orders are processed within the limit of available stocks.
For other countries, deliveries are based on quotation. 
Delivery lead times are according to a quotation. The 
purchaser may not invoke delivery delays as a reason to 
refuse goods unless such lead times are significant. We do 
not accept responsibility in the case of delays or nondelivery 
of all or part of orders in the following cases:
a) Should the purchaser fail to respect the payment terms 
stipulated on our confirmation of order form;
b) Should the information required to process the order fail 
to reach us in time;
c) Should the delay or non-processing of the order result 
from, in particular, one of the following: strike, accident, fire, 
natural catastrophe, civil or national war, riots, impossibility 
to obtain supplies, delays on the part of our own suppliers 
and/or carrier and any other cause outside our control.

Storage
Should the delivery date be put back by the purchaser with 
sufficient warning to cancel the carrier, the goods are 
nonetheless considered to have been delivered at the date 
stipulated on the order confirmation. The invoice is in this 
case established according to the initial date and the goods 
are stored at the consignee’s expense and risk.

Deliveries
Our goods are delivered duty-paid, free of charge in 
mainland France, for orders over € 2000. Goods are 
transported at the risk of the consignee. It is up to the 
consignee to report any anomalies to the carrier before 
accepting delivery of goods. Any anomalies must be noted 
on the delivery note, a copy of which will be kept by the 
customer who will confirm the said anomalies within 48 
hours by registered mail to the carrier having made the 
delivery. The purchaser must indicate if deliveries are not on 
ground-floor level or will require special handling on 
passing the order. In this case, Tectona will have an estimate 
drawn up and submitted to the purchaser and any added 
expenses will be invoiced by Tectona to the purchaser.

Payment
a) Our prices are considered for payment on delivery of 
goods unless stipulated otherwise;
b) Invoices are to be paid to our headquarters, irrespective 
of the terms indicated on the order forms submitted to us;
c) Orders must be paid in full at the time of passing orders.
d) Should a single payment not be made by a due date, all 
sums remaining due by the purchaser become due 
immediately and legitimately.
e) It is expressly noted that any malfunction or repairs 
required of goods supplied will under no circumstances 
constitute a motif for non payment or for delayed payment 
of sums due by the purchaser;
f) Payment is considered to be: not the submittal of a bill of 
exchange or a cheque entailing the requirement to pay, but 
the effective cashing by Tectona of the sum due at the 
agreed date.

Non payment
In the case of overdue payment or non payment, Tectona 
may suspend all orders in hand. In addition and in 
application of Article 441-6 of French Commercial Law, any 
amount not 

paid at the agreed date legitimately gives rise, and without 
any forewarning, to payment of overdue interest at the valid 
legal interest rate at the day of invoicing plus four points. 
Interest will be charged from the day of the agreed payment 
date until full payment is made to Tectona (interest and 
costs in principle).

Warranty
Our products are guaranteed for 2 years for normal outdoor 
use. The warranty does not cover damage due to improper 
use.

Insolvency. Bankruptcy
Should the purchaser at any time either before or after the 
delivery of all goods not fully paid for, be declared insolvent, 
be the object of any request or procedure for bankruptcy or 
compulsory liquidation, the sale would immediately and 
legitimately be cancelled as soon as any one of the above 
should occur, unless we should notify the purchaser of our 
decision to maintain the sale.

Complaints
Any complaint of whatever nature should be notified in 
writing and in detail, (registered mail) as soon as possible 
following reception of the goods, to the following address:  
36 rue du Bac, Paris 75007 France.

Dimensions
Tectona reserves the right to make changes at any time as 
deemed necessary to its products (in particular to the 
dimension of furnishings), without obligation to modify 
goods supplied previously or orders in hand. Tectona 
reserves the right to modify without prior notice the models 
defined in its brochures and catalogues. Such modifications 
do not incur the responsibility of Tectona and will, if 
appropriate, be notified to the customer at the time of 
ordering.

Returned goods
No goods for which the order was registered in one of our 
points of sale may be returned to us without our prior 
consent and our returning instructions. All goods returned 
must be made in original packaging. All goods returned in 
good condition and accepted by us will be credited or 
reimbursed at 90% of the invoiced value. In the case of 
goods purchased by mail order by a non professional or 
consumer, the latter (purchaser) is entitled to return goods 
within 14 days of the date of delivery. goods must 
imperatively be returned in the original packaging. The cost 
of returning goods is to be borne by the purchaser, with the 
exception of goods which are not conform with the original 
order or which are faulty or which have been the object of 
specific reserves made to the carrier within 48 hours.

Validity of offers and prices
Catalogue offers and prices are guaranteed from March 1st 
of the current year until the last day of February of the 
following year. Goods are available for sale until stocks run 
out. In the case of orders for unavailable goods, the 
customer will be informed of any unavailability as soonas 
possible.

Data and freedom
According to French Law 78-17 of January 6 1978 on “Data 
and Freedom”, you have the right to access, rectify and 
suppress any personal data relating to yourself, by making a 
request to our company headquarters. Our company is the 
sole recipient of any information you maycommunicate to 
us.

Applicable law. Competent jurisdiction
French law is the sole applicable law. Any litigation must be 
lodged with the PARIS TRADE TRIBUNALE even in the 
case of plural defendants or appeals by third parties if the 
purchaser is a dealer. In other cases, jurisdiction will be 
determined in accordance with the regulations of thenew 
Code of Civil Procedures.

Precedence
Our sales are subject to the present terms and conditions 
which take precedence over all purchasing terms, unless 
expressly stipulated otherwise by ourselves.
S.A. Tectona capital of 981 796 €
RCS PARIS B 353 798 523
Code APE 526 A
Intracommunity number. FR 47 353 798 523
(PIEDS DE PAGE)
36, rue du Bac. 75007 Paris. tel +33 1 47 03 05 05. 
fax +33 1 47 03 06 05. info@tectona.net. www.tectona.net
FR 47 353 798 523

General terms and conditions of sale
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Points of sale

Store

Nyon
Avenue Viollier, 4 - 1260 Nyon 
Tel + 41 22 700 10 10
suisse@tectona.ch

Store

Madrid
Calle de Claudio Coello, 22 
28001 Madrid
Tel + 34 91 781 18 45
madrid@tectona.es

Store

Milan
Via della Moscova, 
47/A
20121 Milan
Tel + 39 02 65 34 23

Mail
36, rue du 
Bac
75007 Paris

S.A Tectona au capital  de 981 796 € - RCS PARIS B353 798 523 - Code APE 4759 A Numéro Intracommunautaire - FR 47 353 798 523

France

Switzerland

Spain

Italy

All
Countries

Internet 

www.tectona.fr
info@tectona.fr

Mail order

Phone
+33 1 47 03 05 05

Mail order

Phone
+41 22 700 10 10

Mail order

Phone
+34 91 781 18 45

Mail order

Phone
+39 02 65 34 23

Mail order

Phone
+33 1 47 03 05 05

Internet 

www.tectona.ch
suisse@tectona.ch

Internet 

www.tectona.es
madrid@tectona.es

Internet 

www.tectona.it
milano@tectona.it

Internet 

www.tectona.net
info@tectona.net

Saint-Rémy de Provence
7, avenue Albin Gilles
13 210 Saint-Rémy de Provence
Tel +33 4 32 62 05 05
saintremy@tectona.fr
 
Vallauris
3015, chemin Saint-Bernard
06225 Vallauris
Tel + 33 4 92 96 92 29
vallauris@tectona.fr

Doudeville (Normandie)
Z.A. de Colmont 
76560 Doudeville
Tel + 33 2 35 95 79 20
entrepot@tectona.fr
Sur rendez-vous 

Mail 
36, rue du Bac - 75007 Paris

Stores

Paris
36, rue du Bac 
75007 Paris
Tel + 33 1 47 03 38 05
paris@tectona.fr

Lyon
8, rue Antoine de Saint Exupéry
69002 Lyon
Tel + 33 4 78 37 05 05
lyon@tectona.fr

® Tectona 2021 Full or partial reproduction is prohibited
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